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Overview 
Anything worth doing is worth doing badly. --Marshall Rosenberg 
 
I sketch procedures which I believe increase the predictability of operational IT behavior.  
Mostly anecdotal, with the occasional crust of data thrown in.  I don't claim to be right nor to 
have the last word, but I do claim to have spent time, tears, and thought on this topic, many of 
them at 2am during an outage event. 
 
I divide this paper into the following chunks: 
 
Overview 
We Have Met the Enemy, and S/he is Us 
But This Isn't a Surprise 
Why Do We Make Mistakes? 
Tools 
Tactics 
What Makes This Hard 
Other Ways to Spin This Story 
Future 
Finishing Thoughts 
 
This paper was born from my noticing that many small errors contribute to a service disruption.  
Individually, these errors each seem preventable to me, using obvious techniques:  clean up 
messes, fix what we know is broken, keep learning.  Why is it, then, that we keep making these 
mistakes and keep knocking out services?  I haven't answered that question -- but this paper 
offers snapshots from my search. 
 

Summary 
 Entropy kills. 
 Reversing entropy is hard. 
 But we can have fun trying. 

 

Normal Accidents 
Normal Accidents by Charles Perrow, 1984 
I don't claim to be breaking intellectual ground here.  Essentially, I'm promoting a variation on 
the Normal Accidents view of how and why human endeavours stumble. 
 
From the Introduction to Normal Accidents: 
  

A Day in the Life 
 
You stay home from work or school because you have an important job interview 
downtown this morning that you have finally negotiated. Your friend or spouse has 
already left when you make breakfast, but unfortunately he or she has left the glass 
coffeepot on the stove with the heat on. The coffee has boiled dry and the glass pot has 
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cracked. Coffee is an addiction for you, so you rummage about in the closet until you find 
an old drip coffeemaker. Then you wait for the water to boil, watching the clock, and 
after a quick cup dash out the door. When you get to your car you find that in your haste 
you have left your car keys (and the apartment keys) in the apartment. That’s okay, 
because there is a spare apartment key hidden in the hallway for just such emergencies. 
(This is a safety device, a redundancy, incidentally.) But then you remember that you 
gave a friend the key the other night because he had some books to pick up, and, 
planning ahead, you knew you would not be home when he came. (That finishes that 
redundant pathway, as engineers call it.) 
     Well, it is getting late, but there is always the neighbor’s car. The neighbor is a nice 
old gent who drives his car about once a month and keeps it in good condition. You knock 
on the door, your tale ready. But he tells you that it just so happened that the generator 
went out last week and the man is coming this afternoon to pick it up and fix it. Another 
“backup” system has failed you, this time through no connection with your behavior at 
all (uncoupled or independent events, in this case, since the key and the generator are 
rarely connected). Well, there is always the bus. But not always. The nice old gent has 
been listening to the radio and tells you the threatened lock-out of the drivers by the bus 
company has indeed occurred. The drivers refuse to drive what they claim are unsafe 
buses, and incidentally want more money as well. (A safety system has foiled you, of all 
things.) You call a cab from your neighbor’s apartment, but none can be had because of 
the bus strike. (These two events, the bus strike and the lack of cabs, are tightly 
connected, dependent events, or tightly coupled events, as we shall call them, since one 
triggers the other.) 
     You call the interviewer’s secretary and say, “It’s just too crazy to try to explain, but 
all sorts of things happened this morning and I can’t make the interview with Mrs. 
Thompson. Can we reschedule it?” And you say to yourself, next week I am going to line 
up two cars and a cab and make the morning coffee myself. The secretary answers 
“Sure,” but says to himself, “This person is obviously unreliable; now this after pushing 
for weeks for an interview with Thompson.”  He makes a note to that effect on the record 
and searches for the most inconvenient time imaginable for next week, one that Mrs. 
Thompson might have to cancel. 

 
I claim that this anecdote describes the real world doing its typical and usual thing.  Just as the 
core meltdowns at Three Mile Island and Chernobyl were normal, the crashes of any number of 
airplanes, the thousands of fires per year at chemical processing plants nation-wide: pick your 
favorite accident. 
 
I claim that downtime in IT systems stems from a confluence of chance and entropy. 

1. We can harden against chance:  spare keys, service contracts with neighbors, backup 
buses and taxis. 

2. We can resist entropy -- clean up after ourselves, fix known issues 
 

And of course, even when we pay attention to both, sometimes we'll crash and burn anyway:  the 
real world is a complex place. 
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Me 

My biases 
 Accountability:  admit to mistakes, clean up the mess 
 Live in the future / Worry 
 Mildly compulsive about orderliness 
 Reality is knowable 
 I own my destiny 
 Fairness above all1 
 If you do not advocate for multiple sides of the story, then you don't understand the issues 

 
An example to illustrate how these biases influence my world view. 
 
Moving parts tend to fail first, and spinning rust is no exception.  I approach a host which has 
been up for a long time with trepidation, predicting that if I reboot it (particularly via a cold boot) 
that one or more disks will fail.2 
 
As a thought experiment, let's imagine that one of my long-running hosts takes a power blip, 
reboots, and crumps, because its disks have died. 

 
In this situation, I see choice:  I chose to buy now, pay later, i.e. to defer maintenance until this 
moment.  And to pay interest (the cost of an unplanned outage). 
 I know that no system is perfectly reliable (power, operating systems, spinning rust). 
 Thus, I know that this host will reboot eventually. 
 I know that the odds of a disk dying increases with time. 
 I believe that reboots tend to showcase failed disks. 

==> Therefore, I know that the longer I defer maintenance, the more likely I will 
suffer an unplanned outage. 

 
For reasons which I find difficult to grasp3, not all humans would agree with me:  some would 
see factors beyond their control as having knocked out this host.  Like bad luck.  Or inevitability.  
Or powerlessness ("There's nothing we can do about this; that's just the way it is.") 
 
I feel accountable, I can see what might happen, I want to clean up the mess.  The confluence of 
these biases slant most of this talk. 
  

                                                 
1 The five moral sensibilities:  harm/care, fairness, obedience to authority, in-group loyalty, purity. 
2 I suspect that the advent of SMART (Self-Monitoring, Analysis, and Reporting Technology) makes this example 
less relevant than in past decades, as, I believe, disks do more self-checking these days, reporting errors to their 
controller, which then takes proactive steps to remove the disk from service. 
3 While we're on the subject of odd psychologies, I feel responsible for the errors my colleagues make:  how weird is 
that! 
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Past and Present 
sbk@cornella student 1981 
stuart@cpvax5 Science Applications International Corporation 1984 
sbk@cornellc.cit.cornell.edu 1985 
stuart.kendrick@med.cornell.edu 1991 
skendric@fhcrc.org  1993 - present 
 

Geeky highlights 
1981 PL/1 on IBM mainframes / Cornell University 
1984 FORTRAN on CRAYs / Science Applications International Corp 
1985 Desktop support (Terak, DisplayWriter, IBM PC, Macintosh) / Cornell University 
1988 Server support (Netware 2.11) / Cornell University 
1991 Servers, hubs, routers, gateways, cable, e-mail, calendaring / Cornell Medical College 
1993 Desktop + server + network support / FHCRC 
... 
2010 Multidisciplinary / FHCRC 
 

Personal Milestones in High‐Availability 
1988 Managing backups 
1989 Cold-spare parts 
1993 Device monitoring 
1994 Two DNS servers 
1995 Three DNS/mail relay/NIS+/NTP servers 
1997 Redundant power supplies, RAID5 
1998 Redundant distribution routers for one building 
1999 Manual testing of redundant components 
2000 Redundant core & distribution routers campus-wide 
2000 Planning and coordinating enterprise-wide, multi-staff outage events 
2001 Redundant switches in a server room 
2003 Monitor redundant components in a single box 
2004 Automated testing of redundant components 
2005 Analyze failure modes in highly-available systems 
 
From a career point of view, I specialize in Deep Infrastructure, Trouble-shooting, and Network 
Management -- I think I have something useful to say about these topics; conversely, I will tend 
to be blind to issues outside of these spaces. 

Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center 

General Stats 
 Founded in 1975 
 Early research focused on blood-borne cancers 
 Today, a broad-based biomedical research institute, with emphasis on cancer and 

infectious disease 
 $400 million / year 
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 85% grant-funded 
 2,300 employees 
 250 IT staff scattered amongst a dozen IT departments 
 Single campus, located in Seattle, local industry dominated by airplanes, software, and 

biomed 
 National and international collaborations 

 

Biomedical Research 
We are a 501(3c) not-for-profit biomedical research institute, 85% grant-funded.  We derive 
most of the remaining income from donations and investments, with a few percent from selling 
services to the Seattle Cancer Care Alliance (SCCA) and technology licensing.  Like most 
research institutes, many of our scientists have multiple appointments – at the UW, at the NIH, 
and elsewhere.  We are a degree-granting institute – with a student population of several dozen, 
entirely post-docs pursuing advanced degrees.  Unlike a university, we do not offer our scientists 
tenure.  Unlike our peers, our endowment is trivial:  ~200K/faculty4, one to two orders of 
magnitude below that of comparable institutions. 
 
We do not treat patients.  That being said, the Hutch, along with the UW and Seattle Children's 
Hospital, co-own the SCCA.  The SCCA treats patients.  Most of the SCCA's doctors are also 
researchers at FHCRC, so the relationship is tight.  The SCCA's outpatient clinic is located on 
the Hutch's Lake Union campus; the SCCA's inpatient beds are located at the UW and SeaChild.  
The Hutch provides some IT services to the SCCA (HelpDesk, voice & data networking, MIS).  
The SCCA is roughly one-third the Hutch's size. 
 

IT Stats 
In keeping with our decentralized nature, the Center contains a dozen IT departments.  The 
largest of those groups, Center IT, provides commodity services Hutch-wide, while the project-
specific IT groups focus on the particular needs of their end-users. 
 

Operating System  Number Percentage of Total
 

IP Phones  3500 30%

Windows  3400 30%

Other  2650 23%

Linux  1050 9%

OS X  550 5%

Printers  400 3%

Total  11550 100%

 
Both Linux and Other include embedded devices, iPhones, Crackberries, WiFi Access Points, 
door control panels, security cameras, UPSes, NetApp Heads, LOM cards in servers ... and some 
Windows/Linux/OS X boxes which nmap is unable to identify. 
 

                                                 
4 Prior to the 2008 meltdown. 
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 450 KW of cooling capacity (75% utilized) splattered across eight data centers 
 8,000 active Ethernet ports 
 13,000 active IP addresses 
 200 WAPs offering both secure and guest SSIDs 
 700 TB in the largest mass storage system, growing ~40% per year 
 Commvault + ADIC and TSM + IBM enterprise backup systems 
 Centralized VMWare infrastructure (vColo:  ~550 guests hosted on nine Sun 4450s) 
 Mixed Exchange / Zimbra e-mail services 
 800 IP addresses in data centers, half of which have at least one hole in the perimeter 

firewall (extensive national and international collaboration) 
 Widely available WebVPN/IPSec based telecommuter VPN services 
 A dozen IT shops 

 
Our current pain point is storage -- we are struggling to grow our capacity (data protection and 
data management) fast enough to stay vaguely close to demand.  We plan to spend ~1 mil on 
storage in 2010.  The next pain point is HPC, into which we have been taking baby steps (but 
which consumes an increasingly large portion of our cooling capacity.)  We plan to spend .5 mil 
on HPC in 2010. 
 
We have landed a ~9 mil grant to build a new data center (aka the 'G20 grant'), tentative go-live 
is 1H 2012, ~500 KW. 
 
End of Overview 

We Have Met the Enemy, and S/he is Us 
I am the biggest threat to our systems. 
 

Outages 
At the Hutch, we announce planned and unplanned service disruptions to an internal list.5 
 

                                                 
5 This particular habit, started by Ron Hood in 1994, has contributed substantially to staff coordination and 
satisfaction -- generally, humans don't like surprises, particularly 'negative' surprises:  the Outages list acts as a 
channel for communicating downtime-inducing events, preventing surprises in the case of planned events and 
extracting some of  the sting from unplanned ones. 
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Scheduled Maintenance Windows 
Our internal SLAs theoretically permit us planned downtime from 12:00-400am on Wednesdays 
and from 8pm Sunday to 4am Mondays.  However, we protect major grant due dates with block-
out windows.  The result is the 'IT Maintenance Calendar' -- dates in blue identify the remaining 
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SLA-defined maintenance windows.  With sufficient notice and negotiation with stake-holders, 
we can schedule maintenance events outside these windows. 
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Summary of Outage Causes 
The industry standard figure is 60%6, meaning that the proximate cause for 60% of service 
disruptions are humans doing things which, in hindsight, they wish they hadn't done.  Here are 
figures from the Hutch's environment in CY2004. 
 
Unplanned Severity 1 Events During Prime Time (8am-5pm M-F) / CY2004 

Category CY2004 

Unplanned Percent Number 
Cockpit Error 47% 15 
Software Failure 34% 11 
Hardware Failure 9% 3 
Malware Activity 6% 2 
External Services 3% 1 
Total 100% 32 
 

Hardware Failure in IP Transport Gear 
Population of ~130 Ethernet switches/routers.  I calculate the 'Failure Rate percentages' by 
adding up the number of boxes which experienced a service-disrupting hardware failure7 per 
year and dividing by 130. 
 

Summary 
 Failure Rate by Year 
 
Year Percentage 
2010 8% 
2009 4% 
2008 5% 
2007 3% 
2006 13% 
2005 3% 
 

Data 

                                                 
6 "Sources of Failure in the Public Switched Telephone Network", IEEE Computer, Vol 30, No, 4 (Aprl 1997) 
http://hissa.nist.gov/kuhn/pstn.html 
7 Typically, fried brains card or fried line card – occasionally CSU/DSU.  Does not include fried power supply -- we 
equip our gear with redundant power supplies, so the loss of one does not disrupt service.  Does not include fried 
GBIC (unless that frying disrupts service … yes, this is inconsistent). 
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2010 
 
2010-12-24 
-gigapop-b-rtr rebooted 
noon 
 
2010-12-22 
-gigapop-b-rtr rebooted 1am 
 
2010-12-20 
-Replaced Sup card in 
gigapop-b-rtr 
 
2010-12-16 
-gigapop-a-rtr rebooted 11a 
-gigapop-b-rtr rebooted 6pm 
 
2010-12-15 
-gigapop-b-rtr rebooted 
10pm 
 
2010-12-04 
-gigapop-b-rtr rebooted 2am 
 
2010-12-02 
-LX GBIC in colo-rtr fried 
9am, Colo down 80 minutes 
 
2010-11-30 
-Replaced Sup card in 
gigapop-a-rtr 
 
2010-11-24 
-gigapop-a-rtr froze, 
middle of day, ˜60 minutes 
down, required cold boot 
 
2010-11-16 
-gigapop-a-rtr froze middle 
of day, required cold boot 
(˜30 minutes down) 
 
2010-10-08 
-Replace Sup in g4-esx 
(intermittent reboots on 
multiple days) 
 
2010-10-06 
-Parity error on md-b-rtr 
caused reboot (˜10 minutes) 
 
2010-09-25 
-Failed CSU/DSU took out T1 
to Hutch School 
-Catalyst 4948 (hyrax-4-
esx) fried 
 
2010-05-20 
-failed SX SFP in m4w-esx 
 
2010-05-?? 

-Line card in j4sr-a-esx 
failed 
 
2010-02-01 
-failed SX SFP in core-b-
rtr 
 
2009 
 
2009-02-01 
-E2 intermittently isolated 
˜12 hours (bad WiFi 
bridges) 
-m1sr partially isolated 
for ˜1 hour (fixed by 
reboot of md-a-rtr) 
 
 
2008 
 
2008-04-07 
-pit-x-esx isolated ˜4 
minutes (cockpit error) 
 
2008-05-28 -- 2008-06-25 
-mmz-x-rtr TCAM exhaustion 
 
2008-06-05 
-mmz-a-rtr Sup card fried 
 
2008-02-08 
-gbsr-a-esx Sup card fried 
 
2008-01-24 
-c3-esx froze ˜12 minutes 
(loop) 
 
 
2007 
 
2007-11-17 
-a3-esx POE quit working, 
reboot fixed it 
 
2007-10-24 
-cabrini-rtr froze, reboot 
fixed it 
 
2007-07-04 
-gigapop-b-rtr Sup card 
fried 
 
2007-01-03 
-j1-esx Sup card fried 
 
 
2006 
 
2006-12-27 
d1-esx rebooted 
 

2006-11-02 
e2-esx rebooted 
 
2006-11-30 
j4-esx Sup card fried 
 
2006-10-03 
d5-esx Sup card fried 
 
2006-10-23 
a1-esx rebooted 
 
2006-10-24 
a1-esx rebooted 
 
2006-09-20 
c2-esx Sup card fried 
 
2006-09-27 
de-esx Sup card fried 
 
2006-07-15 
lm-esx Sup card fried 
 
2006-04-26 
d1-esx rebooted 
 
2006-04-29 
cabrini-esx fried 
 
2006-02-12 
j3-esx Sup card fried 
 
2006-02-07 
j3-esx froze (reboot fixed 
it) 
 
2006-01-20 
j3-esx Sup card fried 
 
2006-01-29 
c2-esx rebooted 
 
2006-01-29 
j3-esx froze (reboot fixed 
it) 
 
 
2005 
 
2005-11-09 
j6-esx down, loop 
 
2005-11-25 
m4sr-a-esx Sup card fried 
 
2005-03-18 
j5-esx Sup card fried 
 
2005-02-06 
d3-esx Sup card fried 
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But This Isn't a Surprise 

Of Course Humans Cause Accidents 
Just Culture by Sydney Dekker, 2007 
The Lucifer Effect by Philip Zimbardo, 2007 
The Field Guide to Understanding Human Error by Sydney Dekker, 2002 

 
Of course humans are the proximate cause for most service disruptions:  humans glue together 
complex systems -- without humans, our complex systems wouldn't do anything useful.  [Try 
saving files to a NetApp which is sitting on a pallet in your loading dock.]  Humans function at 
the heart and core of modern environments -- if something big is going to happen, humans will 
be involved. 
 

 People, not machines, are what hold together the patchwork of technologies introduced 
into our worlds; the only ones who can make it all work in actual practice. 

 It is never surprising to find human error at the heart of system failure because people 
are at the heart of making these systems work in the first place.8 

 
The interesting question is to ask is:  why did the human make the error?  Techs do not walk into 
work saying "Hey, I'm going to knock out the file server today!"  Just as airplane pilots don't 
climb into the cockpit saying "I want to fly into a mountain today", doctors don't walk into the 
OR saying "Let's kill a patient today", and nuclear plant operators don't say "Our industry hasn't 
had a core meltdown in years -- let's do it!"  Human errors arise from systemic issues:  humans 
trying to juggle conflicting goals with limited resources.9 
 
Pilots Keep everyone safe, but get the plane to its destination on time 
Doctors Save this patient, but save all the other ones lined up on your schedule today 
Plant Operator Don't take risks, but remember that a day of downtime costs us millions of $$ 
IT Tech Keep service going, but add more functionality 
 
Faster, better, cheaper are generally at odds with each other -- there is no magic balance point 
between all three, and humans are the (only) ones who have a chance of juggling them to 
success. Of course, sometimes we drop balls.  Fortunately, in research IT, no one dies when we 
do.  Not all of our industry peers are so fortunate. 
 

                                                 
8 Paraphrased from Deckker, p.148. 
9 Interestingly, this view that humans make errors which lead to bad things happening may be a fairly recent (circa 
1700CE) paradigm.  According to this view, previously, humans did not experience accidents; rather , they were 
buffeted by intent -- everything was caused by supernatural forces:  invisible spirits, pixies, the will of the gods, and 
so forth -- in this paradigm, human error either didn't exist or was directed to happen as it did by these supernatural 
creatures. 
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Root Cause Analysis 
Realizing that human error was the proximate cause of a service disruption is a useful place to 
start an analysis and an entirely uninterestingly place to quit.  We call the process of digging 
deeper root cause analysis (RCA).  As a tool for continuous improvement, I am a fan of RCA.  
But RCA offers a number of tragic pitfalls, notably the risks of believing the following: 

a) That there is such a thing as a root cause 
b) That RCA ever ends 
c) That mitigating the various causes will prevent the problem from reoccurring 

 
All three of these are false.  In the real world, any phenomenon has multiple causes, we don't 
have sufficiently long enough life spans to find them all, and the next time a cascade of events 
leads to a service disruption, it may well follow another path, not 'patched' by our previous 
mitigation efforts. 
 
Oversimplification makes lots of sense to our primate brains; but Nature doesn't particularly care 
about our cognitive limitations:  Reality is way more complex than we wish it was. 
 
In one explosive decompression incident, Levenson reports, a DC-10 airliner lost part of its 
passenger floor, and thus all the control cables that ran through it, when a cargo door opened in 
flight in 1972.  The pilot had actually trained himself to fly the plane using only the engines 
because he had been concerned about exactly such a decompression-caused collapse of the 
floor.  He was able to land the plane safely.  Afterward, he recommended that all DC-10 pilots 
be trained in engine-only flying techniques.  The Safety Board, the regulator and subcontractor 
to McDonnell Douglas (the manufacturer of the plane) all recommended changes to the design 
of the aircraft.  McDonnell Douglas, however, attributed the incident to "human error":  the 
baggage handler responsible for closing the cargo compartment door had not done his job 
properly.  It was shown to be very difficult to see whether the door had actually latched, but a 
"human error" here represented a convenient, and cheap event in the chain to stop at.10 
 
As a result, I prefer a multi-factor, systemic approach to understanding service disruption. To 
take the above example, here are some likely influences, hardly comprehensive11: 
 
Design:  cargo door is hard to latch and hard to verify that it is latched 

The design crew working on the door considered this issue a nuisance; they didn't have 
enough experience to realize that it entailed a safety issue.  Expertise, like everything 
else, is a finite resource; the manufacturer had optimized their pool of expertise by 
deploying a younger, less experienced team on the cargo door, reserving their more 
experienced teams for engines and wings. 

The architect allocating teams to tasks knew he was taking a risk here -- he knew 
that the cargo door impacted safety -- but he forgot to record that fact in the post-
design checklist, and so forgot to double-check the cargo door design. 

 
Design:  pressurization system does not detect a partially open door. 
                                                 
10 p. 82, Dekker. 
11 I've embroidered the story.  [Although in a realistic way, from having read more through descriptions of other 
aircraft accident reports.] 
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Competitive pressures during the design phase pushed the engineers to limit the number 
of safety systems they developed for this aircraft. 

Senior management were juggling priorities, and had to tell the engineers to quit 
adding safety features at some point, in order to keep costs from busting the bank. 

  
Production pressure:  baggage handler is under pressure to get his job done fast. 

The pay of the ground handling staff depends, in part, on each team's record for how 
quickly they can turn around aircraft -- competitive pressures push the airliner to keep 
their planes in the air as much of the time as possible. 

Government deregulation has reduced the cost of flying, something the voters 
wanted, but of course puts pressure on airline companies to make precisely these 
sorts of choices in order to compete. 

 
Communication:  the instructions for how to close the door are written in two languages on the 
door itself; this particular baggage handler, while fluent in multiple languages, could not read 
either of these. 

The HR staff did not realize that one of the safety features of the aircraft their company 
operates involves instructions in key places, and that the manufacturer considers the 
ability to read those instructions critical to maintaining the correct functioning of these 
machines. 

Leadership in HR was unfamiliar with the effects of globalization, not realizing 
that matching baggage handlers with languages printed on doors was a necessary 
facet of their department’s job. 

 
Equipment failure:  Of course, it didn't particularly matter that the baggage handler couldn't read 
these particular languages, because the bulbs lighting the area were out; it was so dark that even 
native speakers could not read the instructions. 

The airport's ground crew had only enough maintenance staff to visit once/week to repair 
nuisance items -- their next sweep wouldn't occur until several days later. 

Airport management was sinking resources into a renovation of facilities; they 
were funding this effort, partially, by shrinking the number of the maintenance 
crews. 

 
Let's repeat the three fallacies: 

a) That there is such a thing as a root cause 
b) That RCA ever ends 
c) That mitigating the various causes will prevent the problem from reoccurring 

 
If we guard against believing any of these three, I claim that root cause analysis can be useful in 
identifying ways to reduce the chances of future accidents, to identify, for example, strategies 
like hiding a spare set of keys elsewhere in the apartment building, building relationships with 
neighbors so that you can borrow each other's cars, and keeping a bus schedule handy.  Or to 
train pilots to fly engine-only, add pressure detection systems, and improve lighting in baggage 
handling areas (but all of these steps boost the cost of tickets:  are we really willing to accept that 
added cost?) 
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Thus, not only is human error the proximate cause of IT outages in 60% of incidents, but I would 
claim that, if we include what we learn from root cause analysis, human error causes, if you will, 
100% of IT outages.  Or even 100% of all accidents, regardless of field. 
 
One could argue that events like a hurricane, let's pick on Katrina for the moment, are acts of 
nature, not attributable to human error.  And in an earlier era, I would have concurred.  But 
today, we know better.  I would counter by saying, for starters, that we humans built a city in a 
bowl sandwiched between an ocean and the largest river in North America, in a part of the world 
renowned for its hurricanes.  And of course we could spend more time than we have here today 
enumerating the errors we made in preparing for hurricanes and in responding to them.  And to 
wipe away the smugness of those of us from Seattle, may I remind my neighbors that we have 
built a city on top of not one, not two, but three fault zones (hard to do, as this occurs in only a 
few places planet-wide).  All of which run underneath the ocean (think tusanmi).  Not to mention 
the proximity to several active volcanoes. 
 
Nature is complex, while human brains prefer simplicity, as a way to reduce computational load.  
There is never one true story -- searching for and retaining multiple stories increases our chances 
of extracting the lessons we need in order to reduce the chances of the problem reoccurring. 
 
Analyzing multi-factor, systemic issues, figuring out where to continue and where to stop, which 
factors to mitigate and which to ignore is a fascinating topic.  But I'm not ready to delve into this 
topic, so I'm going to narrow my focus.  Way narrow it. 
 
End of Enemy 

Why Do We Make Mistakes? 

25 Watts 
Kluge:  The Haphazard Construction of the Human Mind by Gary Marcus, 2009. 
 
Deep Blue beat Gary Kasparov in 1997.  Deep Blue was a 2000 watt machine; Kasparov's brain 
was a 25 watt machine.  The human brain does amazing things, but it takes short cuts to stay 
within its power budget, and those short cuts don't always land us where we want to go.12 
 

Heuristics 
When asked whether the letter r occurs more frequently as the first letter or the third letter in 
words, we tend to answer first, because the initial letter of words is more accessible to our 
memories than is the third position.13  We rate the safety of commercial air flight lower than 
usual in the aftermath of an airplane crash and will even modify our behavior accordingly.14  
                                                 
12 I can't resist defending the brain:  notice that if you had asked the pair what kind of pizza they wanted for lunch, 
Kasparov could have answered without lifting his eyes from the board; Deep Blue would never have responded.   
13 In fact, as you might guess from the presentation, English contains more words sporting r in the third position 
than it does in the first; ditto with the letters k, l, n, v, x, and z. 
14 Estimate that the migration from airplane travel to automobile travel in the months following 9/11 incurred an 
additional 1,600 deaths ... from automobile accidents.   Where is our wariness around flying now? 
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Cognitive psychologists call the various techniques which the brain uses to conserve processing 
power heuristics -- techniques which permit us to complete a computation in a reasonable 
amount of time within a 25 watt energy budget.  The result generally, though not always, works 
well enough to keep us alive but is hardly guaranteed to deliver optimal results. 
 

IT Example 
Consider your reaction to service disruption -- a month ago, would you have wanted to 
spend your time making e-mail more reliable or on making door control panels more 
reliable?  A month from now, will your ranking of priorities be the same or different?15 

 

Correlation vs Cause ‐ Effect 
Correlation:  Studies showed that women equipped with silicone breast implants suffered higher 
rates of autoimmune diseases.  The conclusion?  That silicone breast implants contributed to the 
onset of these disorders.  A jury held the manufacturer responsible; Dow Corning spent $7 
billion on compensation and then retreated into bankruptcy.  By equating correlation with cause-
effect, our brains save lots of compute cycles.  The tactic solves short-term survival problems 
reasonably well, though it falls down on longer-term issues, where complexity rises. 
 
Later studies separated women into high alcohol/tobacco users and low alcohol/tobacco users 
and found that autoimmune diseases appear at higher rates in the first group.  Within those 
groups, whether a woman carries a breast implant does not affect her chances of being diagnosed 
with such a disorder.  And, finally, that women who slot as high alcohol/tobacco consumers opt 
for breast implants at a higher rate than do women who slot as low alcohol/tobacco consumers, 
ergo the original correlation. 
 
Cause-Effect:  So does the consumption of alcohol/tobacco cause autoimmune diseases?  Notice 
how your brain tells you 'yes'.  Yet, on the basis of the above information, we can conclude only 
that the consumption of alcohol/tobacco is correlated with autoimmune disease, not that it is 
caused by it.  Watch carefully while your brain struggles with this, with one module saying "I'm 
an educated person, I work at a scientific research institute, and I understand that correlation is 
not cause-and-effect" while another module says "This is common sense, you over-
intellectualizing ape:  of course alcohol/tobacco causes autoimmune diseases."16 
 

IT Example 
First Geek:  We made change xyz, and the service went down.  Don't do xyz. 
Second Geek:  Did you try again on another system? 
First Geek:  Of course not!  Didn’t you hear me the first time? 

  

                                                 
15 This is a locally-specific example – a few weeks prior to giving this talk, an IT disruption knocked out the badge 
readers for a day, which then refused to open doors, no matter how many times you waved your proximity card at 
them, giving rise to much discussion in this particular audience.  A handful of years ago, an IT disruption knocked 
out e-mail for a day, generating another wave of discussion in this audience. 
16 Another fascinating cognitive pattern tends to show up here:  blame the victim, in which we consider the recipient 
of misfortune responsible for having chosen that misfortune. 
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Unknowns 
I call this the Vanilla Ice Cream problem.  Picture this.  I've just started kindergarten; I'm riding 
the bus home; I'm desperate to make friends.  I engage the kid next to me in conversation  We 
talk about ice cream. 
 

Potential Friend:  Vanilla ice cream is the best flavor of ice cream in the world. 
 
I'm gripped with anxiety -- I like vanilla ice cream, sure, but I think that chocolate is the best 
flavor:  will he be my friend or will he reject me? 
 

Me:  Vanilla is pretty good, but chocolate is good, too. 
Potential Friend:  Nope, vanilla is better. 

 
Frantically, I cast around for some sort of common ground.  Aha!  My mother prefers strawberry 
ice cream above all others, and while my mother is an expert on everything, perhaps my hoped-
for-friend and I can agree that she's just a little bit mistaken in this one regard. 
 

Me:  My mother likes strawberry ice cream, but I don't. 
Potential Friend:  I've never had strawberry ice cream, but I know that vanilla is the best. 

 
Light bulb slowly brightens in my four-year old brain. 
 

Me:  Have you ever tried chocolate ice cream? 
Potential Friend:  No!  But I know that vanilla ice cream is better! 

 
We never spoke again. 
 
Keeping track of what we might not know costs energy.  The brain saves a ton of compute cycles 
by not bothering. 
 

Optimism   
Why We Make Mistakes:  How We Look Without Seeing, Forget Things in Seconds, and Are 

All Pretty Sure We Are Way Above Average by Joseph Hallinan, 2010. 
A Mind of Its Own:  How Your Brain Distorts and Deceives by Cordelia Fine, 2008. 
 
We are optimistic.  Ask people to estimate how long they will need to complete a task, and they 
reliably underestimate.  Ask them how long their colleagues will need to complete a task, and 
they reliably overestimate.  The people who make the most accurate estimates in both cases?  
The clinically depressed.  Tell people that the average life span is X; then ask them to estimate 
how long they will life:  typical answer is X +Y where Y is 10-15% of X. 
 
Current interpretation?  An inflated sense of self and an unreasonable level of optimism are 
essential components of mental health. 
 

IT Application 
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Can you ever remember telling your boss that you could complete a task by such and 
such a date, discovering in process that the task involved more than you had thought, and 
renegotiating the end date? 
 

Denial 
On Being Certain:  Believing You Are Right Even When You're Not by Robert Burton, 2009. 
Mistakes Were Made (but not by me):  Why We Justify Foolish Beliefs, Bad Decisions, and 

Hurtful Acts by Carol Tavris and Elliott Aronson, 2008. 
"Self-deception in the Service of Deceit" by Robert Trivers and Huey Newton, 1982. 
 
Once we've committed to a position, we tend to stick to it, even as the evidence mounts against 
us.  Once we've made a mistake, we tend to deny it, to the point of fooling ourselves.  We 
attribute our successes to skill, our failures to luck.  We shoot the messenger when we don't like 
the message and praise him/her when we do.  And in situations involving fear -- think any 
service disruption -- our brains exacerbate these tendencies. 
 
One of my favorite studies:  participants read evidence in support of both sides of an issue 
(increasing the speed limit, sin taxes, legalizing drugs).  Afterward, the average participant is 
more convinced than ever that his or her original stance is the right one. 
 

IT Application 
Consider the above example of underestimating how long you would need to complete a 
task.  I propose that if you remember carefully, you'll notice just how many 
rationalizations you produced:  bad luck, other peoples' failures to deliver on their 
agreements, vendor errors ... 

  

Tribalism 
Us and Them:  Understanding Your Tribal Mind by David Berreby, 2005 
Take a bunch of strangers, split them into a blue team and a red team, put them in front of 
computers to play games against each other, and they'll start favoring the team to which you've 
assigned them -- biasing their referee calls in favor of their team, divvying up rewards in an 
unbalanced way, side-stepping rules in order to give their team the advantage.  The process 
works even when they never see their teammates or the other team (in fact, the dots of light on 
the computer screen may be machine-generated:  there are no teammates or opposing team 
players). 
 
In the real world, the process goes more quickly and more strongly:  in the office, seeing the 
flaws in your colleagues is harder than seeing the flaws in the rival department's staff.  I see the 
same effect happening around technologies:  staff identify with the tribe behind a certain 
technology, become blind to its flaws, ignore alternatives (Windows, Solaris, Linux, Mac OS ... 
Fibre Channel, Ethernet/IP ... Cisco, Juniper ... ) 
 

IT Application 
During my first few months at the Hutch, I was dismayed to hear how staff in the Admin 
Division (or, sometimes, the NIH) favored one particular scientific division:  "Admin 
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gives special treatment to Division X; they skimp when it comes to us, here in Division 
Y".  Having been here for a while and having heard this story from staff in *every* 
division (about every other division) ... I confess to a certain degree of skepticism.   

 

Bad Math 
Fooled by Randomness:  The Hidden Role of Chance in Life and in the Markets by Nasim Taleb, 

2008 
The Black Swan:  The Impact of the Highly Improbable by Nasim Taleb, 2007 
 
We're lousy statisticians.  We make predictable errors in estimation.  We tend to abhor short-
term loss, and strive for short-term gain, at the cost of longer-term benefits.  We see patterns 
where they don't exist, oversimplify an inconceivably complex world, and believe that we know 
what will happen next.  We’ll drive across town to save $20 on a $50 purchase … but won’t 
bother to do that driving to save $20 on a $2000 purchase. 
 

IT Application 
Count to yourself how many times Ethernet switches have suffered hardware failures at 
the Center.  Remember that number.  Now consult the actual data, given later in this 
paper.  How close are you?17 

 

Action Triggers Blame 
Sway:  The Irresistible Pull of Irrational Behavior by Ori & Rom Brafman, 2009. 
Predictably Irrational:  The Hidden Forces That Shape Our Decisions by Dan Ariely, 2008. 
Blind Spots:  Why Smart People Do Dumb Things by Madeleine Van Hecke, 2007. 
 

The Trolley Problem 
A trolley is running out of control down a track. In its path are five people who have been 
tied to the track by a mad philosopher. Fortunately, you can flip a switch, which will lead 
the trolley down a different track to safety. Unfortunately, there is a single person tied to 
that track. Should you flip the switch? 

The answer is obvious, but many people prefer to do nothing -- somehow, action invites blame, 
while inaction does not. 
 

As before, a trolley is hurtling down a track towards five people. You are on a bridge 
under which it will pass, and you can stop it by dropping a heavy weight in front of it. As 
it happens, there is a very fat man next to you - your only way to stop the trolley is to 
push him over the bridge and onto the track, killing him to save five. Should you 
proceed? 

Many of the utilitarians who pulled the switch in the first scenario drop out here -- unable to take 
action. 
 

                                                 
17 OK, this example illustrates all sorts of flaws in the functioning of the brain, not just difficulty in calculating 
statistics. 
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As before, a trolley is hurtling down a track towards five people. You can divert its path 
by colliding another trolley into it, but if you do, both will be derailed and go down a hill, 
and into a yard where a man is sleeping in a hammock. He would be killed. Should you 
proceed? 

Similarly, most people consider throwing the switch to be morally wrong. 
 

A brilliant transplant surgeon has five patients, each in need of a different organ, each of 
whom will die without that organ. Unfortunately, there are no organs available to perform 
any of these five transplant operations. A healthy young traveler, just passing through the city 
the doctor works in, comes in for a routine checkup. In the course of doing the checkup, the 
doctor discovers that his organs are compatible with all five of his dying patients. Suppose 
further that if the young man were to disappear, no one would suspect the doctor. 

Just about everybody says 'no' (and I myself would edge away from the person who said 'yes'!) 
 

IT Application 
What problems are you avoiding, because you don't want to be associated with them 
when they blow up?  If we ignore a system, and it blows up in the middle of the day, that 
leaves us blameless, right?  If we stick our fingers into it and it breaks, this triggers our 
sense of culpability. 
 

Morality 
“The New Synthesis in Moral Psychology” by Jonathan Haidt, 2010 
 
Take this one with salt -- it is a recent formulation and still undergoing lots of change, as 
research refines our understanding. 
 
In this model, brains start with a base set of moral responses upon which culture builds various 
edifices.  One popular way to categorize this base set reads as follows: 
Harm, fairness, obedience to authority, in-group loyalty, purity 
 
For example, humans embedded in cultures world-wide uniformly experience excrement and 
dead bodies as violating the purity moral response.  You can trigger this response in yourself by 
closing your eyes and picturing your bathroom, with a pile of poop on the floor.  Now, imagine 
yourself climbing stepping into the warm, steaming pile, the squishing between your toes ... 
notice the twisting, writhing sensation of revulsion inside you.  That is the feeling of a moral 
response being triggered, specifically the purity response.  In this case, it appears that both the 
purity foundation and the poop trigger are hard-wired into human brains. 
  
As an example of a culturally-mediated trigger, consider the case of widowed women.  For 
subcultures in India, brushing against a widowed woman in the street sends you running home to 
take a bath and perform cleansing rituals.  For subcultures in the United States, brushing against 
a man who has sex with men triggers a similarly visceral response, though perhaps not the same 
cleansing rituals.  Widows and men who have sex with men are not universal triggers of the 
purity response, so we conclude that these are cases where cultural indoctrination has built on an 
underlying biological mechanism to produce a (powerful) reaction. 
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Or, to take another example, members of conservative political movements tend to share similar 
triggers based on the last three in that list:  obedience to authority, in-group loyalty, and purity, 
whereas members of liberal political movements tend to share triggers revolve around harm and 
fairness.  That’s not to say that folks with conservative leanings don’t care about other people’s 
welfare, or that folks with liberal leanings don’t feel loyal to their country – we’re just talking 
about emphasis plus shared triggers.  
 
These are, of course, generalizations, and there remains debate in the research community about 
what the responses are, how much biology contributes and how much culture contributes, what 
precisely are the constraints which biology places on triggers, and so forth.  Nevertheless, for our 
purposes here, the point is that once a moral response has been triggered in our brains, we find it 
difficult to continue thinking in a rational way.  Once triggered, we’re caught in a 
stimulus/response experience fueled by a powerful engine.  I propose that this is another 
contributor to error in the IT arena -- if the environment triggers a moral response in us, then 
we're going to be prone to making choices which are unlikely to contribute to uptime.  
 

IT Application 
In this example, First Geek is triggering in favor of obedience to authority, whereas 
Second Geek is triggering against it.  This conversation is going nowhere. 
 
First Geek:  Best practices says we should do xyz. 
Second Geek:  But you haven’t explained why these are best practices. 
First Geek: The vendor lists these best practices in their documentation. 
Second Geek:  The vendor doesn’t explain why either. 

 
To bring it all together:  we will make choices which reflect our unreasonable optimism, our 
distaste for being wrong, poor intuition around math, our desire to slant things in favor of our 
tribe, our fear of blame, and our moral psychology.  Once we’ve made a mistake, we’ll deny it 
and try to cover it up. 
 
End of Mistakes 

What’s a Geek To Do?   
Managing the Unexpected by Karl Weick and Kathleen Sutcliffe, 2007 
 
I claim that we can partially mitigate the problem by tracking small failures, simplifying designs, 
applying a grab bag of processes, and cleaning up after ourselves. 

Tools 
This is the hands-on techniques section. 
 

Back‐Out Plan 
Scalable Internet Architectures by Theo Schlossnagle, 2006. 
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The single most important tool in my kit is the back-out plan.  As the human involved, I am the 
most dangerous factor.  And I'm about to make a change.  One day, we’ll have a formal change 
management process in place.  In the meantime, here are the hoops through which I try to jump 
prior to making a change: 
 
Planned Change Hoops 

1. What is my back out plan? 
2. How will I verify that the system under change is functioning as designed prior to 

beginning my work? 
3. How will I monitor for collateral damage during my work?  
4. How will I verify that the system under change is functioning as designed once I am 

done? 
5. Who has reviewed these hoops and what suggestions (if any) did s/he make? 

 
Steps #2 and #4 involve running your test protocol -- ideally, the same protocol both before and 
after. 
 

Review Logs 
Prior to the maintenance event, review the logs for the devices you plan to touch.  Minimally, 
record whatever errors you see.  Ideally, fix them.  It totally sucks to be in the middle of an 
outage window, trying to wade through pre-existing errors to uncover the cause of a problem that 
you've just created. 
 

Check List 
The Checklist Manifesto:  How to Get Things Right by Atul Gawande, 2009. 
 
My IQ drops steadily starting ~7pm.18  By 8pm on Sunday night19, I'm still quite a bit smarter 
than a squirrel.  By 9pm, I'm not.  Prior to the event, I produce 'DaPlan', the core of which 
consists of an itemized list of the steps I'm going to take, including the precise syntax of what I'm 
going to type and when I check what monitoring screen to determine whether or not I've made a 
mistake.  If the event involves just me, DaPlan is fairly short; if the event involves lots of people, 
DaPlan can become involved, with many meetings prior spent hashing out the details.  The 
following screen shots are taken from a large maintenance event in 2009 --  sixteen hours, a 
dozen major players, twenty-two pages of DaPlan. 
 
The Checklist Manifesto was an eye-opener for me.  Essentially, the author notices: 
(a) Some people object to creating and following checklists because they see themselves as too 
smart to need such dinky tools. 
(b) Other people object to creating and following checklists because they consider their tasks to 
be too complicated to be amenable to such a dinky tool. 

                                                 
18 In a perfect world, I hit the hay at 8:30pm ... because I wake up between 4 and 5am, regardless of when I go to 
sleep. 
19 By default, our SLA-defined maintenance windows arrive every Wednesday from midnight to 4am and every 
Sunday from 8pm to Monday at 4am.  Most of these windows are blocked out, however, by grant deadlines. 
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(c) Actual trials of checklists demonstrate that both (a) and (b) are wrong. 
 
Historically, I have considered myself to belong to both (a) and (b), which lands me even more 
firmly in the (c) category. 
 
Interestingly, I find checklists helpful in routine tasks, precisely because my brain so easily 
checks out "I know how to do this".  In unusual tasks, I find them helpful in that I at least 
execute what I intended to do, and that's still useful, even though I find that I end up fumbling 
tasks which didn't make it onto the checklist. 
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Key lesson:  Keep the Master of Ceremonies (MC) free of other responsibilities. 
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Ideally, each event consists of at least two people:  the person doing the work, and the Master of 
Ceremonies, whose role is to pull back and watch the forest not the trees.  This role becomes 
particularly critical in large-scale events involving multiple people.  I can trace some of my more 
spectacular errors to moments when I'm listening to a colleague, performing analysis on 
something unexpected, and trying to make the changes for which I am responsible.  The MC 
rides herd on the schedule, re-allocates techs when the unexpected arises, and keeps a finger on 
the pulse of the flow of the event, calling a halt if things look like they are spiraling out of 
control.  Everyone else does the hands-on work. 
 

Verify 
If you enter the event without knowing that some chunk of the system is broken, you run the risk 
of discovering it during the event and struggling to figure out how you broke it and how to fix it.  
Run your test protocol just before starting, to identify such issues.  Review the monitoring 
station status. 
 

Snapshot 
Take a snapshot of existing state -- config file, registry, disk image -- whatever you need to 
restore the system to its current state, should you invoke your Back-Out Plan. 
   

Listen 
I add myself to the on-call groups (typically the duty group) receiving pages from the monitoring 
systems: 
 
group=duty 
        # Group CAP code in Center IT pagers:  Business hours 
        member=allit/MoTuWeThFr800-1700 
        # On-call team:  Off-hour 
        member=sopsoncall/SuSa0-2400 
        member=sopsoncall/MoTuWeThFr1700-2400 
        member=sopsoncall/MoTuWeThFr0-800 
        member=vdopsoncall/SuSa0-2400 
        member=vdopsoncall/MoTuWeThFr1700-2400 
        member=vdopsoncall/MoTuWeThFr0-800 
        member=skendric/SuSa0-2400 
        member=skendric/MoTuWeThFr1701-2400 
        member=skendric/MoTuWeThFr0-759 
 
As a group, we use our pagers as a multicast IM system -- eavesdropping on the chit-chat 
between your colleagues during an event is another way to hear about what you've accidentally 
broken. 
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Chat 
Dedicate a chat session to the event, to which the MC posts periodic updates, so that everyone 
has a visual way of tracking the sequence of events.  Have a bridged conference session going, 
so that you can flip to voice rapidly if necessary. 
 

Watch 
When I'm making changes, I watch the larger environment. 
 

Syslog is My Friend 
 
jacobsite> tail -f syslog | grep -e j4sr-a-esx -e j4sr-b-esx -e tungsten 
Jun 12 06:53:18 j4sr-b-esx 2113185: 2113194: Jun 12 06:53:16.280 pdt: 
%MAC_MOVE-SP-4-NOTIF: Host 0015.1725.a688 in vlan 42 is flapping between port 
Po1 and port Gi3/31 
Jun 12 06:53:18 j4sr-b-esx 2113186: 2113195: Jun 12 06:53:16.280 pdt: 
%MAC_MOVE-SP-4-NOTIF: Host 0015.1724.2cfd in vlan 42 is flapping between port 
Po1 and port Gi8/16 
Jun 12 06:53:18 j4sr-b-esx 2113187: 2113196: Jun 12 06:53:16.280 pdt: 
%MAC_MOVE-SP-4-NOTIF: Host 0015.1725.a688 in vlan 42 is flapping between port 
Po1 and port Gi3/31 
Jun 12 06:53:18 j4sr-b-esx 2113188: 2113197: Jun 12 06:53:16.280 pdt: 
%MAC_MOVE-SP-4-NOTIF: Host 0015.1725.a688 in vlan 42 is flapping between port 
Po1 and port Gi3/31 
Jun 12 06:53:20 tungsten-a-svif1 [home@tungsten-a: 
wafl.quota.user.exceeded.win:notice]: disk quota exceeded on volume home_ph1 
for Windows user ID: S-1-5-21-1981756720-1202999891-1092489882-17827. 
Additional warnings will be suppressed for approximately 60 minutes or until 
a 'quota resize' is performed. 
 

See What the Monitoring Systems Are Saying 
The TOC pulls interesting strings from syslog and slaps them together into a refreshing browser 
page.  If nothing is happening, then I suspect that I'm doing well.  If the TOC lights up with 
messages, then I suspect that I've broken something. 
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Life is Generally Easy 
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But Not Always 
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Big Monitors Help

 
As do window managers (aka Virtual Desktops). 

Make it easy to know when I've broken something. --sk 
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Record 
 I keep a 'diary' text file going during the maintenance window, noting the times of key events, pasting interesting log messages 

or error messages into it 
 I set my terminal emulators to log to a text file, so that I capture everything I typed and saw during the event. 
 I configure my CLI sessions to log the current time after every command: 

 host> PROMPT_COMMAND="date +%H:%M:%S" 
 switch> terminal exec prompt timestamp 
 I insert comments into the log as I go: 

 host> logger "Shutting down apache now" 
 switch> send log "Shutting down Gi3/2 interface now" 
 I take screen shots at key points and refer to them in the diary 

 

Quantify 
I can say "the system became unresponsive for a while", but I quickly find this unsatisfying, particularly the next day, when I'm 
struggling to remember what happened.  Different situations beg for different approaches to quantifying. 
 
 I'm fond of mass-ping, possibly because I wrote it, possibly because it does a decent job of quantifying behavior.  Essentially, 

mass-ping emits pings to a list of devices, or even entire subnets, and records a green bang when the target returns the ping, a 
red dot when it doesn't. 

 Other tools I use, depending on context, are iPerf and timethis.exe plus a file copy. 
 

Example of mass-ping in real-time, taken while trying to EtherChannel an interlink between two data center switches: 
 
guru> sudo mass-ping -s yes -c "Etherchannel m4sr-x-esx – watch 10.111.170.0" -n etherchannel-10.111.170 -w 
900 -q 10.111.170.0/23 
[sudo] password for skendric:  
Sanity check... 
Identifying live hosts... 
 
 
Beginning with 144 live addresses 
Pinging targets every 1 seconds with timeout 0.2 seconds, running for 15 minutes, hit Ctrl-C to cancel... 
144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144  
144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144  
144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144  
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144 144 144 144 143 143 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144  
144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 143 144 144 144 143 144 144 144 144 144  
144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144  
144 144 144 144 144 144 143 144 143 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144  
144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 143 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 103  
113 132 131 133 133 133 133 133 133 133 133 133 133 133 135 135 135 135 135 135  
135 135 135 135 135 135 135 135 135 135 135 135 135 135 135 135 135 135 135 135  
135 135 135 135 135 135 135 135 135 135 135 135 135 132 132 132 132 132 132 140  
140 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144  
144 144 144 144 144 144 144 143 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144  
144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144  
144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144  
144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 
[...] 

Example: Interference on a Radio Bridge 
Here is an example taken across a wireless bridge linking two buildings, where the radio environment is experiencing interference.  
Notice the regular, and subnet-wide, strings of red dots. 
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Example: Site‐to‐Site VPN Tunnels 
Here is an example taken when the active side of a redundant site-to-site VPN tunnel terminator is rebooted.  Interestingly enough, the 
'down' event (early in the graphic) disrupted connectivity for just a few seconds; when the box returned to life and resumed its active 
role, connectivity was disrupted for ~30 seconds (chunk of red two thirds of the way to the right). 
 
In my experience with highly-available systems, returning to life causes more disruption than the initial down event.  --sk 
 

 

Example: Dual Ethernet Switches 
And here is a classic example, rebooting one of the two redundant switches servicing a data center.  All devices miss a few pings when 
the switch goes down, as the HSRP timers take 3-4 seconds to kick in and switch to the active distribution router.  The devices with 
dual NICs which are configured to take advantage of the two switches don't otherwise care that one has gone down.  The devices 
which aren't correctly configured miss pings throughout the reboot.  When the switch returns to life, some of the dual NIC devices 
stumble briefly; I speculate that they are swinging their 'active' function over to the newly recovered switch just a little too soon. 
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Post‐Mortem 
I use post-mortems to compensate, partially at least, for the brain's predilection toward denial 
and self-aggrandizement.  For a small event, that might consist of an e-mail to my colleagues, 
summarizing what I did, what I saw, and what errors I made.  For mid-sized events, I might 
produce a paper complete with chronology, distributed to the community and then archived in 
our PostMortems directory.  For a large event, I would tack on a dedicated meeting spent 
reviewing the event and brain-storming alternative strategies and next steps.  Regardless of the 
mechanism, transparency contributes to continuous improvement. 
 

Fix 
In my experience, maintenance events uncover related, and unrelated, entropy -- accidents 
waiting to happen.  I add what I've found to a punch list somewhere.  Once those have bitten me 
enough times, I'll summon the energy it takes to go back and fix them permanently. 
 
 
End of Tools 

Tactics 

Practice Breaking It 
Scalable Internet Architectures by Theo Schlossnagle, 2006. 
Success Through Failure:  The Paradox of Design by Henry Petroski, 2008 
 
The architecture must allow operations and development teams to watch things break, spiral out 
of control, and otherwise croak. Watching these things happen leads to understanding the cause 
and in turn leads to solutions. --Theo Schlossnagle 
 
Fail early and often.  --Henry Petroski 
  
I volunteer to perform routine maintenance, to practice using my tools, to develop skills, to 
become familiar with what messages get logged when I do such-and-such.  I tell the on-call staff 
to page me if they ever get stuck -- that's the absolute best place to learn about pathology, during 
an actual 'broken' event -- that's where my learning kicks into overdrive.  Key lesson:  afterward, 
fix the underlying problems which each event uncovers. 
 
To paraphrase Schlossnagle:  When I see how it behaves when it is broken, and then figure out 
how to put it back together, I develop the confidence and skills it takes to fix things when they go 
south in the middle of the day 
 
To paraphrase Petroski:  until a design has failed multiple times, I don't have confidence in it.  
Did I design, configure, and install it perfectly the first time?  I suggest that the odds of that are 
just about nil.  However, if a design has failed multiple times (and if I've analyzed those failures, 
addressed their causes with design or process changes, configuration fixes), I start to build 
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confidence that I understand its failure modes and have hardened against them and that my 
system, or bridge or bird house or whatever, will actually perform under normal operating 
conditions as well as under duress. 
 
To paraphrase my colleague Jim Chorey:  when someone screws up and breaks something, hire 
that person -- s/he has burned their fingers on the stove and will know what not to do next time. 
 

Reduce Cognitive Load 
The Language Instinct:  How the Mind Creates Language by Stephen Pinker, 1995. 
 
Fear, fatigue, surprises, complexity -- any one of these is enough to overwhelm my cognitive 
resources.  During an outage event, likely that at least three and perhaps all four are present.  
Anything I can do to reduce cognitive load becomes a win.  Two candidates which receive my 
attention are language and color. 
 

Words 
For example, I refer to fiber optic cabling as glass cabling: Cat 5 as copper cabling.  Why?  
Fewer syllables.  Very physical words (glass/copper) -- requires fewer cycles to grasp.  And this 
avoids the confusion between fiber (cabling) and Fibre (Channel).20 
 
When naming boxes, use RFC1178 guidelines:  pick themes (birds, fish, famous painters, 
cartoon characters, whatever).  Yes, structured naming schemes make writing code easy; yes, 
they allow a newbie to make a guess at what the box does or where it is located.  But, for better 
or worse, our brains are hard-wired for human language, not for algorithmically sensible strings 
of letters and numbers.  In the middle of the night, when a squirrel can outthink me, I don't want 
to burn cycles trying to parse a structured naming scheme -- that's a process which I have to do in 
software.  Instead, let me parse names in hardware:  my brain, with minimal exposure, will load 
huge amounts of context around simple names like fred, barney, and wilma.  Play to your brain's 
strengths, not to its weaknesses. 

Color 
I associate staff names with colors, and then color those names in DaPlan.  That way, one tech 
can scan the pages for anything in purple, knowing that those are his tasks; another can scan all 
the pages for blue, knowing that those are her tasks. 
 
On monitoring system screens, red means bad, green means good.  When prepping for a cable 
swap, use red duct tape to identify the cables which I'm removing; green tape on the ones I'm 
installing -- anything that isn't labeled shouldn't get touched ... so if I end up holding both ends of 
an unlabeled cable, I know I've made a mistake. 

Logs 
I really dislike starting maintenance events with stuff already broken and streaming error 
messages into the logs – makes it hard to know when I’ve broken something new. 
                                                 
20 I'm not confident that everyone knows the difference between these two, even when they are awake and clear-
headed. 
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Wherever possible, offload mental tasks onto cognitive hardware. --sk 
 

Continuous Cleanup 
The Thirty-Mile Fire by John Maclean, 2008 
 
Nothing new here -- this is the standard explanation for large-scale events.  And my experience 
fits this.  Each time I engage in maintenance, upgrades, routine testing, I uncover errors in the 
infrastructure -- missing cables, failed components, surprise dependencies, misconfigurations.  
The longer a system goes without maintenance, the shakier it becomes, and the larger the 
surprises. 

War Story:  Degrading Physical Layer 
Some of these fiber optic jumpers double back on themselves multiple times in the tray -- many 
feet too long for the job.  They become tangled, hard to trace, hard to extricate.  We want to 
replace two of the line cards in the gear below -- they have passed end-of-support -- that will 
involve removing thirty-two of the jumpers in this rat's nest (SC to MTRJ) and replacing them 
with new ones (SC to LC) -- hopefully the tech performing the work will order shorter jumpers.  
And allocate lots of time for disentangling the existing mess. 
 
If we had to make a rapid change in this installation ... it wouldn't happen. 
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Glass & Kevlar Spaghetti
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This one has defeated our efforts for several years now
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War Story: Configuration Detritus 
Last year, during a couple of intense weekend sessions, I shrank our Ethernet switch/router 
config file base (~200K lines) by 20%, by removing defunct config lines.  Probably worth doing 
once a year or so. 
 
Delete the red lines. 
 
[...] 
crypto map sccavpn 30 ipsec-isakmp 
 set peer 140.142.69.197 
 set transform-set mcisset-test 
 match address scca-mcisprod-test 
crypto map sccavpn 40 ipsec-isakmp 
 set peer 216.254.22.16 
 set transform-set mcisset 
 match address hutch-kawa 
[...] 
ip http access-class 1 
ip http authentication aaa 
! 
ip access-list extended chrmc-newscca 
 permit ip 146.79.0.0 0.0.255.255 72.14.32.0 0.0.31.255 
 deny   ip any any log 
[...] 
ip access-list extended hutch-impac2 
 permit ip host 140.107.250.36 host 128.95.181.225 
 permit ip host 140.107.250.37 host 128.95.181.225 
 permit ip 140.107.42.0 0.0.1.255 host 128.95.181.225 
 deny   ip any any log 
ip access-list extended hutch-kawa 
 permit ip host 140.107.42.13 host 216.254.22.17 
 permit ip host 140.107.74.88 host 216.254.22.17 
 permit ip host 140.107.238.202 host 216.254.22.17 
 deny   ip any any log 
[...] 
ip access-list extended scca-gems 
 permit ip 140.107.240.0 0.0.15.255 150.2.0.0 0.0.255.255 
 deny   ip any any log 
ip access-list extended scca-hematopathology 
 permit ip host 140.107.250.50 128.95.186.0 0.0.0.255 
 deny   ip any any log 
[...] 
 permit ip host 140.107.245.23 host 140.142.145.142 
 permit ip host 140.107.42.13 host 216.254.22.17 
 permit ip host 140.107.74.88 host 216.254.22.17 
 permit ip host 140.107.250.36 host 128.95.181.168 
[...] 
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In this talk, I focus mostly on physical layer issues, because they are photogenic.  I'm not 
suggesting that if we cleaned up our physical layer, that the Entropy problem would be solved.  
In fact, as those of you who have toured our equipment rooms know, our physical layer is 
nothing short of spectacular, compared to the industry norm.  I claim that Entropy, and 
specifically the IT-specific version Bit Rot, is endemic to the natural world, that these sorts of 
problems are laced throughout our environment, from the lowest layers of the stack -- power and 
cabling -- to the top layers -- application design and application code -- and beyond, into our org 
charts and business processes. 
 

Monitoring 
A key component to Continuous Cleanup:  after an incident, I try to figure out what happened 
and how I could monitor in the future to provide early warning.  Did the devices in question log 
messages?  If so, we add that message to swatch, which watches syslog and alarms when it sees 
the strings we have identified. 
 
watchfor=/no free leases/ 
  exec=$page_em duty   A DHCP pool on $4 has exhausted its leases.  --swatch 
 
watchfor=/ALERT: \/jade_home is not mounted/ 
  exec=$page_em sops-duty ALERT /jade_home is not mounted via NFS on $4 check 
NFS mount of /home --swatch 
 
watchfor=/disabling DCEF on linecard/ 
  exec=$page_em duty   The MSFC in $4 has suffered a hardware failure and is 
intermittently dropping packets.  --swatch 
 
Alarms quickly become overwhelming, leading to pager fatigue (techs start ignoring their 
pagers).  Gotta stay on top of this, assigning a motivated staff person to apply constant 
downward pressure on the monitoring system: 
 Page in the middle of the night only for emergencies 
 Shift from pagers to e-mail whenever possible 
 Throttle alarms after the first one has gone out 
 Reduce the polling rate as far as you dare 

 
For an example of the last one, we query hardware / environmental status on Ethernet gear only 
once/day and only send e-mail if we see a problem.  And after a few days of e-mail, we add the 
device to the @down_for_maintenance variable, to eliminate this device from triggering that 
daily message. 
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Logging 
Typically, we experience an outage, restore service, perform the postmortem – and discover that 
a key component had been logging error messages for days, weeks, months, years … warning us 
of the vulnerability.  We use in-house code to parse the previous day’s logs and produce extracts 
which humans review – there are plenty of holes in this process, but it’s the best I’ve seen to 
date. 

Draw 
Draw from multiple perspectives, from multiple layers in the stack, illustrating relationships 
between elements, how the components produce the desired result.  Each time I try a new 
approach, I find errors in our implementation.  Here is a Layer2/3 approach, mostly showing 
transport. 
 
In the LAN/MAN Map below, parallelism illustrates where we've deployed redundant gear (and 
thus what devices I can take down without disrupting service, at least in theory).  Density of 
detail indicates complexity -- notice the dense text and rich use of color in the upper-right hand 
Meet Me Zone section, where we've deployed a high-performance, but complicated, site-to-site 
VPN solution, plus BGP peering, sharing transport with our patient care partner, and 
connectivity to an independent project which runs their own transport gear. 
 
Complexity is the enemy of uptime. --sk
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Here's a physical layer approach, illustrating how glass paths traverse the various racks in an MDF (and, if you click through the other 
tabs, how that path traverses the campus backbone to cross between buildings).  Credit to Jim Chorey. 
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Here's a Logical Layer approach illustrating how account information flows from the HR database into IT systems.  Credit to Patrick 
Hirayama and Robert McDermott. 
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War Story:  Media Converter 
Tracing cables to produce the above glass path diagram had me opening light guide columns ... I was at the bottom of this column, 
pulling open the yellow cover to the tray.  Notice the power cord strung tightly across the yellow column. 

 
These plastic covers can be tough to pop open, so I ended up pulling hard ... not unusual ... which opened the tray and allowed me to 
trace glass jumpers.  The movement also had the effect of yanking that power cord, knocking out the voice T1s which this media 
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converter services.  Turns out we don't monitor this media converter, so our monitoring systems didn't page me.  After a while, I 
noticed the issue, plugged the power cord back in.  And paid attention to this box. 
 
 Single power supply 
 No management module (our monitoring systems couldn't even ping it) 
 Poorly placed power cord 
 Unlabeled 
 Not included on any diagram 

 
A few weeks later, we've improved the situation:  two power supplies, a management module (far right), labeled, appears on the 
relevant maps.  The power cords still follow the same path and are tightly bound to the yellow light guide column. 
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And a few weeks after that, things have settled out:  path-diverse power cords, no longer binding the light guide cover -- notice the use 
of velcro to remove strain. 
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In recent months, our fiber documentation project has identified the following errors (I call these 'errors' because we didn't intend to do 
it this way and would have been surprised had service failed as a result of these issues). 
 

1. The Pit (our term for 'DMZ') was not protected by the Intrusion Prevention Servers, despite what our documentation and 
diagrams said. 

 
2. The highly available Meet Me Zone (where we connect to our partners and to our ISP) is supposed to be fully redundant.  In 

fact, the two key boxes each contain a card which acts as a single point of failure (SPOF).  Plus, the glass underneath one of 
the key links, EtherChanneled for redundancy, follows the same physical path.  So, three SPOFs in a supposedly redundant 
design. 

 
3. The unmonitored media converter described in this section 

 

Peer Review 
We see each other's errors more clearly than we see our own. 
 
I figured:  if one of these media conversion chassis contained a handful of flaws, what about the others?  Here's a view of another such 
chassis, this one servicing the T1s which support the Cancer Information Service department ($55 million dollar multi-year contract, 
informational service for the public:  answers phone calls).  Two power supplies plus a management module -- so far so good.  Not on 
any diagram -- OK, drop a note to the guy who owns this map; he adds it. 
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But if you look a little closer, you'll see that the two power cords share fate:  they follow the same path.  Furthermore, they are velcro-
wrapped so tightly together that if I tug a little on one cord, I predict that I'll pull both ends out of the power supplies. 
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And if you follow those cords round to the back, you'll find that they both plug into the same 
PDU. 

 
So much for redundant power supplies. 
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OK, this is all fixable.  Ideally, we would install metal brackets with screws.  In the meantime, 
let's use velcro.  Now, the two cords take separate paths, are labeled (blue for the UPS-backed 
power train; red for the power train which goes straight to generator), and they plug into separate 
PDUs (not shown). 
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And here, another view of the result. 

 
 
The story keeps going.  I configure the management modules to log to our loghost (no, they 
weren't before).  The chassis above sees one of its cards failing.  I keep going -- the management 
module in the chassis below is effectively kaput -- it reports a constant stream of backplane 
errors, suggesting hardware failure, possibly of the chassis backplane, possibly of one or more 
cards; the stream of errors initiates a nearly continuous reset function which makes the box 
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unmanageable.  I poke through the spare parts store room -- we have spare T1 cards but no spare 
management modules or chassis'.  This particular chassis services a chunk of the voice capacity 
for our patient care operation, along with the other half of the capacity for the previously 
mentioned Cancer Information Services.  Order a spare chassis, spare modules of various flavors, 
and open cases with technical support. 
 

 
At this point, I've spent hours in this room across several weeks, some off-hour during 
maintenance windows, swapping parts, all the while trying to ignore an alarm which has been 
shrieking "bleep, bleep, bleep, bleep ..."  This panel on the wall has 'Liebert' stamped on it, and 
the display reads "High Temperature Alarm".  Let us draw the curtains on this sordid affair and 
move on. 
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Size the Fault Domain 
Evil -- Touch an object in one place; something else breaks far away. 
 
Examples 
Mild evil  Box in one rack is fed by a power cord from a PDU in a neighboring rack 
Generally evil  Hard-coded IP addresses 
Wicked evil  VLANs which leave a floor 
 
If you have to walk a ways, mentally or physically, from the broken service in order to find the 
cause, you're encountering evil. 
 
Make a guess at the blast radius of a falling ladder or a broken sprinkler head -- say, 20 feet?  
OK, insert 20 feet between the 'a' and 'b' sides of a highly-available cluster. 
 
If a Layer 2 event happens in our data center, how many hosts do you want affected at a time?  
50?  100?  1000?  Great, now we have a start on how many VLANs to use to chop it up. 
 

Proactive Validation 
This is just a variant on the old saw:  test your backup tapes. Do I believe I have a procedure to 
follow when something breaks?  Snapshots?  Redundant power supplies, disk arrays, routers, 
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firewalls?  In my experience, all this stuff decays over time, or wasn't completely functioning in 
the first place -- accidents waiting to happen. 
 
An automated process (cron job) kicks off on the first Sunday of the month, rebooting each of 
the redundant Ethernet switches & routers in series.  It watches the effects and, if it detects 
problems, halts, paging me.  In addition, just prior, I follow a manual process, which involves 
exchanging the 'active' and 'standby' sides of our edge gear (firewalls, border routers, what we 
call the 'Meet Me Zone'), such that for one month we run on the 'a' side and for the next month 
we run on the 'b' side. 
 
The history below captures unexpected behavior, failures in the redundant infrastructure which 
have escaped detection by our monitoring systems and which show up as service disruptions 
when I deliberately reboot the functioning member of a redundant pair.  Some are resolved; some 
are on-going.  Proximate cause for each one?  Human error, of course.  Systemic cause?  Likely 
the usual trade-off between priorities, with each tech involved struggling to balance faster, 
better, cheaper. 
 

Track Record 
This table summarizes the issues uncovered during proactive testing of highly-available 
Ethernet/IP gear, where 'issue' means a misconfigured or faulty switch, router, or firewall, the 
misconfiguration or failure of which was uncovered during testing. 
 
Potential Scope refers to the scale of the disruption that could have occurred, had the surviving 
partner failed as well (obviously, one side of the pair had already failed or was poised to fail). 
 
Service Disruption describes the actual service disruption caused during the test.  A dash 
indicates none, meaning that I caught the issue before it became a problem.  The time in 
parentheses indicates the length of the worst disruption in this class.  (i.e. 'one hour' indicates that 
at least one incident in this category lasted an hour). 
 
# indicates how many times an issue belonging to this particular category occurred in that year. 
 
For example, in 2010, testing uncovered two (2) issues in which an entire Building would have 
been isolated, had we not fixed the problem (and had the surviving partner failed).  In these 
particular cases, no actual service disruption occurred during the test, because I identified and 
resolved the issue prior to doing damage.  On a less sanguine note, I isolated the entire company 
from the Internet twice, in the worst-case, for two minutes, in the process of uncovering errors. 
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Summary   
Year Potential Scope Service Disruption (worst case length) Number 
2010 Internet Isolated (two minutes) 2 
 Building - 2 
 Floor - 1 
 Minor application V-mail lights (12 hours) 2 
 
2009 Internet Isolated (two minutes) 2 
 Data center Isolated (one hour) 3 
 Floor Isolated (12 hours) 3 
 
2008 Site-to-site VPN tunnels Isolated (5-10 minutes) 7 
 Data center Isolated (5 minutes) 1 
 Partner institution Isolated (6 hours) 1 
 Floor Isolated (5 minutes) 3 
 Satellite Offices Isolated (5 minutes) 1 
 Minor application Thin-client server (6 hours) 1 
 
2007 Internet - 2 
 Site-to-site VPN tunnels Isolated (5-10 minutes) 9 
 Data Center Isolated (4 minutes) 1 
 Building - 3 
 

Data 
2010 
 
2010-06-06 
-clean 
 
2010-05-20 
-failed SX SFP in m4w-esx 
 
2010-05-02 
skipped 
 
2010-04-04 
-Isolated Hutch for ˜60 seconds, mmz-b-rtr 
took down MMZ when it returned to life 
 
2010-03-07 
-skipped 
 
2010-02-01 
-Isolated Hutch for ˜45 seconds 
-PIMG hung, reset next morning ˜7am 
-Uncovered AppleTalk misconfig on bag-b-rtr 
-Two of core-b-rtr's ports in err-disable 
(bug in SXH3?) 
 
2009 
 
2009-12-31 
-j4-401 only:  clean 
 
2009-12-29 

-failed SX GBIC in m2e-esx 
 
2009-10-05 
-failed SX GBIC in c1-esx 
 
2009-08-02 
-Isolated Pit for ˜2 minutes 
 
2009-06-07 
-Isolated the Clinic for 60+ seconds (ga-a-
rtr reboot) 
-Isolated SELU for several minutes (mmz-a-
rtr reboot) 
 
2009-03-28 
SCCA only 
-isolated gb-113 for ˜60 seconds 
-isolated the Clinic for ˜30 seconds 
 
2009-02-01 
-on-going Pit isolation (˜2+ minutes) fixed 
-E2 intermittently isolated for ˜12 hours, 
following flip to 'b' side 
-m1sr partially isolated for one hour 
 
 
2008 
 
2008-11-24 
-on-going site-to-site VPN tunnels 
disruptions (˜5-7 minutes) fixed 
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2008-09-01 
(skip gbsr-x-esx, j4sr-b-esx, m3sr-x-esx, 
m4sr-x-esx) 
-clean 
 
2008-08-03 
(skip gbsr-x-esx, j4sr-b-esx, m4sr-x-esx) 
-clean 
 
2008-07-20 
(j4sr-x-esx only) 
-numerous isolated and crashed hosts 
 
2008-07-07 
(skip j4sr-x-esx, gbsr-x-esx) 
-m4w-esx isolated for ˜5 minutes ('a' side 
GBIC fried) 
 
2008-06-01 
(skip j4sr-x-esx, gbsr-x-esx) 
-clean 
 
2008-05-04 
(skip j4sr-x-esx, gbsr-x-esx) 
-sat-rtr (Satellite Offices) isolated for ˜5 
minutes (config error) 
-g7-hutch-esx isolated for ˜5 minutes 
(config error) 
-hkids-esx isolated for ˜5 minutes (config 
error) 
 
2008-04-07 
(skip j4sr-x-esx, gbsr-x-esx) 
-d5sr-esx isolated for ˜5 minutes 
(misconfigured router interface) 
 
2008-03-03 
(skip j4sr-x-esx, gbsr-x-esx) 
-d5sr-esx isolated for ˜5 minutes (config 
not saved) 
-manwe (WHI) isolated for ˜6 hours (config 
not saved) 
-tcluster.fhcrc.org isolated for ˜6 hours 
(config not saved) 
 
2008-02-03 
-skipped 
 
2008-01-06 

-skipped 
 
 
2007 
 
2007-12-02 
(gb-113 only) 
-clean 
 
2007-11-26 
(skip j4sr-x-esx, gbsr-x-esx) 
-clean 
 
2007-11-21 
(j4-401 and gb-113 only) 
-clean 
 
2007-09-03 
(rebooted j4sr-b-esx and m3sr-x-esx by 
mistake) 
-clean 
 
2007-08-06 
(skip j4sr-x-esx, gbsr-x-esx) 
-gigapop-a-rtr did not survive reboot 
(config error); required manual intervention 
 
2007-07-01 
(skip j4sr-x-esx, gbsr-x-esx) 
-md-a-rtr did not survive reboot (corrupted 
VLAN database) 
-internap-a-rtr logging MALLOC errors (bad 
hardware) 
 
2007-04-02 
(skip j4sr-x-esx, gbsr-x-esx) 
-md-a-rtr and le4-a-rtr did not survive 
reboot (corrupted VLAN database); 
-m1sr isolated for ˜4 minutes (cockpit 
error) 
 
2007-02-05 
(skip j4sr-x-esx, gbsr-x-esx) 
-clean 
 
2007-01-15 
(skip j4sr-x-esx, gbsr-x-esx) 
-le4-a-rtr and md-a-rtr did not survive 
reboot (corrupted VLAN database). 

Hosts 
Typical causes of hosts losing touch with the network during the loss of a data center Ethernet 
switch?21 

1. One NIC is unplugged 
2. HA scheme misconfigured or running over a buggy NIC driver 
3. Both NICs are plugged into the same Ethernet switch 

 
 
                                                 
21 Same with redundant power trains:  if we lose power to a train, the hosts which go down (a) only one power 
supply, (b) one power supply is dead, sometimes invisible to management, (c) both power supplies are plugged into 
the same train. 
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Summary 
[How summarize this? --sk] 
 

Data 
2010 
2010-06-06 
(Included m4sr-x-esx for first time since 
summer 2009) 
-numerous hosts in M4 hung or isolated 
-some wackamole hosts in J4 (including jade) 
isolated 
 
 
2009 
2009-08-02 
-cprp2 isolated while m4sr-b-esx rebooted 
-Hung phsweb2 
 
 
2009-06-07 
-Isolated gewurz, delhi 
-Hung coresql, vhook, phsvmware2 
 
 
2009-02-01 
-horus-1 no longer isolated iSCSI-wise 
(router config error fixed) 
-cachalot & hedgehog isolated while m4sr-a-
esx rebooted (both NICs plugged into m4sr-b-
esx) 
-from Carl "This caused disruptions for 
multiple virtual machines, and caused our  
OCFS2 filesystem to disconnect from one 
server" 
 
2008 
 
2008-07-20 
-numerous isolated and crashed hosts 
 
2008-07-07 
-rosyboa crashed, eventually rebooted 
-numerous VMs on M4 rebooted (one of which 
runs license server software, which failed 
to restart) 
-VMWare Infrastructure Client (management 
console) crashed 

-horus-1's redundant NICs not correctly 
configured, isolated from storage 
-SCHARP zones failed to recover, required 
reboots 
 
2008-06-01 
-sidewinder crashed, frozen at console, 
required cold boot 
 
2008-05-04 
-sidewinder crashed, frozen at console, 
required cold boot 
 
2008-04-07 
-sidewinder crashed, frozen at console, 
required reboot 
-horus-1's redundant NICs not correctly 
configured, various errors (which continued 
into the week) 
-bedrock retired (previously often required 
a reboot after switch reboots) 
 
2008-03-03 
-tcluster.fhcrc.org isolated for ˜6 hours 
(config not saved) 
-phsvmware2 and horus-1 isolated for ˜5 
minutes 
 
2007 
 
2007-11-21 
-colossus isolated for ˜5 minutes 
-numerous hosts isolated for ˜5 minutes in 
j4-401 
 
2007-09-03 
-usual coterie of hosts isolated for ˜5 
minutes 
 
 
2007-01-15 
-vidplayer did not survive df-x-esx reboot 
 
 

Beyond IP Transport 
Some groups have proactive testing built into their routine -- MIS development groups are a 
typical example.  At the Hutch, I've been building this habit, across the last decade, for IP 
Transport, though this task remains a one person show.  The operational folks test the voice 
systems on an ad hoc basis, following a procedure to verify that redundant Communication 
Manager servers behave as expected -- I predict that they will expand this testing to redundant 
E911 servers and voice mail servers soon. 
 
Each system requires a different approach, customized to uncover its unique combinations of 
misconfigurations, hardware failures, and software bugs.  For example, storage systems will 
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likely require a preparation procedure: shutting down applications, dismounting production 
volumes, loading test applications, mounting test volumes, all before testing begins.  
Applications which write data will require similarly rich test protocols.  Think of all the hidden 
issues just lying waiting for discovery, the equivalents of power cords strung tightly across light 
guide pathways, undocumented and unmonitored parts, components which quit functioning years 
ago.  A veritable treasure hunt! 
 

War Story:  Mass Storage 
We have had particular trouble with our NetApp filers.  Officially, ONTAP supports two 
approaches to delivering highly-available IP connectivity:  the industry-standard LACP 
approach, in which the NICs and the Ethernet switches exchange LACP Hellos periodically, and 
a proprietary ARP-based approach.  Nothing unusual here:  Intel, Broadcom, Sun, Linux -- they 
all offer at least two approaches:  LACP or their own special sauce.  For years, we have 
configured our NetApps with the ONTAP special sauce, i.e. the proprietary approach, ditto for 
our Intel TEAMs, Broadcom LiveLinks, Linux 'bonds', etc. The latter (when done correctly) ride 
through the loss of an Ethernet switch without blinking.  But our NetApps do not.  And when a 
filer is unavailable for minutes at a time, the hosts relying on it for storage -- via CIFS, NFS, or 
iSCSI -- crash.  And may corrupt during that crash – this is bad stuff. 
 
Well, it turns out that ONTAP's proprietary approach works for some failure modes but not for 
others.  In particular, not for the case in which the brains card in an Ethernet switch fries (or the 
switch reboots).  According to a NetApp engineer, the ONTAP designers have decided to quit 
pursuing it; at some point, NetApp will yank the code and related configuration support, will 
update their documentation, will retrain their front-line tech support, and will push out the word 
to their VARs.  In the meantime, our NetApps are configured in what I call a Highly-Unavailable 
(HU) fashion:  if either Ethernet switch goes down, the filer risks becoming unavailable, 
Ethernet/IP-wise.  Double the failure rate, double the fun.  We started migrating them to the 
LACP approach early this year:  to date, we've reconfigured four out of the six NetApp clusters 
at the Center. 
 
Configuring HA Server NICs 
http://www.skendric.com/philosophy/Configure-HA-Servers-in-Data-Centers.pdf 
  
Focus on NetApp 
http://www.skendric.com/philosophy/Toast-Ethernet-IP.pdf
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ske ndric 2010- 02-1 0

Gi7/10

j4sr-a-esx

Vlan42

Gi7/11 Gi7/12 Gi7/9

Vlan42

j4sr-b-esx

Port- channel20 Por t-channel22 Port- channe23 Port- channel20 Port- channel21 Por t-channel22 Port- channel23

Toja-a -rtr To ja-b-rtrPor t-channe l1

Por t-chann el21

Te5/1
Te5/2

Te5/3

Te5/2

Te5/3
Te5/1

j4sr-b -esx#sho winte rface s tatus |inclu de Po
Port N ame Status Vlan D uplex Speed
Po30 T o iron-a e0b conn ected 42 a-full a-1 000
Po31 T o iron-a e0d conn ected 42 a-full a-1 000
Po32 T o iron-b e0b conn ected 42 a-full a-1 000

Po33 T o iron-b e0d conn ected 42 a-full a-1 000

j4sr-a-esx# sho winterface st atu s| in clu de Po
Port Name Status Vlan Duplex Speed

Po20 T oiron-a e0a connected 42 a-fu ll a- 1000
Po21 T oiron-a e0c connected 42 a- full a-100 0
Po22 T oiron-b e0a connected 42 a-fu ll a- 1000
Po23 T oiron-b e0c connected 42 a- full a-100 0

j4sr-a- esx# sho wetherc han nel su mm ary
Group Por t-chann el Protocol Ports

20 Po2 0(SU) LACP Gi7/11(P)
21 Po2 1(SU) LACP Gi7/12(P)
22 Po2 2(SU) LACP Gi7/9(P)

23 Po2 3(SU) LACP Gi7/10(P)

iron-a

iron-a-svif1
10.111.42.3 0

00a0.9807.4 fb6

iron- a-svif2
10.111 .42.31

00a0.9807.4fb7

e0c

00a0.9807.4 fb7
00a0.9807.4 fb4

e0d

00a0.9807.4 fb7
00a0.9807.4 fb5

dmmvif1
00a0.98 07.4fb6 dmmvif2

00a0.98 07.4fb6

Produ ction +Ac tive

e0a

00a0.98 07.4fb6
00a0.98 07.4fb6

e0b

00a0.9807.4 fb6
00a0.9807.4 fb7

iron-b

iron- b-svif1
10.111 .42.32
00a0.9804.0 f:82

e0c

00a0.9804.0 f83
00:a0:98 :04:0f:80

e0d

00a0.9804.0 f83
00:a0:98 :04:0f:81

dmmvif1
00a0.9804.0f :82

dmmvif2
00a0.9804.0 f:82

Produ ction +Ac tive

e0 a

00a0.9804.0 f:82
00a0.9804.0 f:82

e0b

00a0.98040f .82
00a0.9804.0 f83

dmmvif3
00a0.9807.4fb7

dmmvif4
00a0.9807.4fb7

iron-a- svif2
10.11142 .41
00a0.9804.0f8 3

dmmv if3
00a0.9804.0f8 3

dmmv if4
00a0.9804.0f8 3

Gi7/10Gi711 Gi7/12 Gi7/9

j4sr-b -esx# show eth ercha nnel summary
Group Po rt-chan nelProtocol Ports
20 Po20(SU) LAC PGi7/11 (P)
21 Po21(SU) LAC PGi7/12 (P)
22 Po22(SU) LAC PGi7/9(P)
23 Po23(SU) LAC PGi7/10 (P)

NetApp R elease7.2.4: F ri Nov 16 00:07:27 PST 2007
System ID : 010120 6103 ( iron-a ); par tnerID: 0101 205820 (iron- b)
System Ser ialNumber: 30012928 (iron- a)FAS3020

Sy stem Re v:C0

Catalyst 6509- E
12.2 (33)SXI3

WS-SUP7 20-3B
WS-X670 4-10 GE
WS-X674 8-GE-T X

Catalyst 6 509-E
12.2(33)SXI3
WS -SUP720- 3B
WS -X6704-10GE
WS -X6748- GE -T X

NetApp R elease7.2.4: F ri Nov 16 00:07:27 PST 2007
System ID : 010120 5820 ( iron-b ); par tnerID: 0101 206103 (iron- a)

System Ser ialNumber: 30012929 (iron- b)FAS 3020
System Rev :C0

/etc/h os ts
127.0.0 .1 loca lho st
10.111.42.32 iro n-b iron -b- svif1
10.111.42.41 iro n-b- svif2

/etc/h osts
127.0.0 .1 localhost
10.111.42.30 iro n-a iron -a- svif1
10.111.42.31 iro n-a- svif2

/etc/rc
hostname iron -a

vif create lacp dm mvif1 - bipe0a
vif create lacp dm mvif2 - bipe0b

vif create lacp dm mvif3 - bipe0c
vif create lacp dm mvif4 - bipe0d

vif createsingle svif1 dmm vif1 dmmvif2
vif createsingle svif2 dmm vif3 dmmvif4

ifconfig svif1 ‘ hostname‘ -svif1 me diat ypeauto netma sk 255.255.254. 0 partner svif1 n fo
ifconfig svif2 ‘ hostname‘ -svif2 me diat ypeauto netma sk 255.255.254. 0 partner svif2 n fo

routeadd defa ult 1 0.111.42 .1 1
route don

options dns.domainname fhcr c.org
options dns.enable on

options nis.ena ble off
savecore

/etc/rc
ho stname iron-b

vif create lacp dmmvif1 -b ip e0 a
vif create lacp dmmvif2 -b ip e0 b

vif create lacp dmmvif3 -b ip e0 c
vif create lacp dmmvif4 -b ip e0 d

vif create single svif1 dmmvif1 dmmvif2
vif create single svif2 dmmvif3 dmmvif4

ifconfig svif1 ‘h ostname‘- svif1 mediatype auto netmask 255.25 5.254.0 p artnersvif1 nfo
ifconfig svif2 ‘h ostname‘- svif2 mediatype auto netmask 255.25 5.254.0 p artnersvif2 nfo

route add default 10. 111.42.1 1
routed o n
option s d ns.d omainname fhcr c.or g
options dn s.enab le o n
option s n is.enable off

savecor e
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War Story:  DNS 
After power and IP transport, DNS is the most critical of the deep infrastructure IT services 
(authentication follows closely behind, with DHCP and NTP bringing up the rear, and things like 
mail aliases tables tossed in there somewhere).  At the Hutch, circa 2009, we maintained two 
external DNS servers and four internal ones, carefully split between two data centers (J4 and 
M4).  Hosted on separate VMWare installations (managed by separate IT departments), 
acquiring their storage from separate NetApps.  Pretty well hardened, yes? 
 
Well, we decided to quit buying all these filer heads and build a Consolidated Storage system 
(3Par back-end, front-ended by a pair of every-protocol-under-the-sun NetApp filers).  This 
landed in one of those two key data centers.  And both IT departments, operating independently, 
as they usually do, migrated the storage for their respective VMWare clusters to this new 
Consolidated Storage system.  During Tiger Cub (the major maintenance event described 
earlier), we took our Consolidated Storage system down, along with the DNS servers it was 
hosting, secure in the knowledge that we were keeping DNS servers running in another building 
... except that they now relied on this Consolidated Storage system too. 
 
Try functioning without DNS.  In the middle of a maintenance window.  With a schedule to 
follow. 
 
To add insult to injury, our patient care arm had not yet finished migrating their external DNS 
services off Hutch gear22, meaning that we were surprised to discover that they were affected as 
well.23 
 

KISS ... If You Can 
 
 Linear Systems  Complex Systems 
Spacial segregation Proximity 
Dedicated connections Common-mode connections 
Segregated subsystems Interconnected subsystems 
Easy substitutions Limited substitutions 
Few feedback loops Feedback loops 
Single purpose, segregated controls Multiple and interacting controls 
Direct information Indirect information 
Extensive understanding Limited understanding 
  
This litany of problems with complex systems and the advantages of linear systems might suggest 
the latter are much preferable and complex systems should be made linear.  Unfortunately, this 
is not the case.  Complex systems are more efficient (in the narrow terms of production 
efficiency, which neglects accident hazards) than linear systems.  There is less slack, less 
underutilized space, less tolerance of low-quality performance, and more multifunction 

                                                 
22 This is an example of evil, see Size the Fault Domain above for the definition of this word. 
23 OK, our DNS guru wasn't surprised -- he knew about this.  But the rest of us were.  And our DNS guru was on 
vacation during Tiger Cub. 
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components.  From this point of view, for design and hardware efficiency, complexity is 
desirable.24 
 
During my career at the Hutch, we have been converting linear systems into complex ones 
-- for attractive reasons (deliver more functionality / reduce cost). 
 Consolidated IP network 
 Consolidated e-mail 
 Consolidated VM hosting 
 Consolidated storage 
 ... 

 
But we are making it harder to figure out what is going on and introducing more failure modes.  
Of course, we are not alone in this:  humans as a species are doing this, in an accelerating 
fashion, planet-wide. 
 

Test Environments 
Occasionally, I have access to a test environment, and it makes a tremendous difference:  
remarkably, testing on test gear doesn’t affect service.  More subtly, I notice that systems for 
which I have a test environment get patched / fixed / buffed up within a reasonable timeline, 
whereas their brethren tend to wither on the vine:  I'm too afraid to touch them. 
 
On the other hand, we all work for non-profits, and we know that funding test environments is 
hard.  Nevertheless, I don't see a way around this, particularly for systems with wide-ranging 
blast radii -- easy examples include storage, e-mail, and MIS environments.  The business quits 
functioning if its MIS environment becomes corrupted (you can't buy things, you can't pay bills, 
you can't pay people, you can't hire or fire people).  End-users at the Hutch rank e-mail as the 
most important application, period.  And just about every interesting application quits 
functioning when mass storage crumps. 
 
This is just the usual Risk Management topic:  fund test environments for prominent applications 
or accept increasing service disruptions, as the complexity of our environments increase. 
 
For a successful technology, reality must take precedence over public relations, for Nature 
cannot be fooled. --Richard Feynman 
 
End of Tactics 

What Makes This Hard 

Bit Rot 
We misconfigure software, unplug cables, leave known problems unresolved, and forget to clean 
up after ourselves.  Major service disruptions tend to involve a cascade of errors, any one or two 
or three of which would have been survivable, but in toto bring down service. 

                                                 
24 Normal Accidents by Charles Perrow, 1999, p. 88. 
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Partial solutions 
 Hire submariners and telco central office techs:  in my experience, these folks excel at the 

self-discipline and rigor required to resist or even reverse entropy. 
 Build a culture of clean-up:  when I see a piece of trash by the side of the road, I pick it 

up, even if I wasn't the person who dropped it -- the next time I drop something, my 
colleague will do the same for me 

 Hire street sweepers (people dedicated to cleaning up zeros and ones) 
 Routine testing (backup tapes, snapshots, HA schemes, procedures) 
 Fire drills25 

 

Complexity 
Increasingly, people seem to misinterpret complexity as sophistication, which is baffling - the 
incomprehensible should cause suspicion rather than admiration.-- Niklaus Wirth 
  
Debugging is twice as hard as writing the code in the first place. Therefore, if you write the code 
as cleverly as possible, you are, by definition, not smart enough to debug it. --Brian Kernighan 
 
I find this hard.  I love enabling the bells & whistles which come with a solution.  Bad dog.  
Repetition is the key to learning --Jeffrey Case.   Perhaps one day, I'll learn from this mistake. 
 
Partial solutions 
 KISS 
 Continuous learning on the part of staff  -- we have to amp our games, because, even if 

we are rigorous at KISS, our increasing reliance on IT will push complexity on us. 
 

Denial 
We get invested in solutions we've built and then have trouble seeing the flaws.  Worse, we'll 
block other peoples' efforts to clean up our messes.  Fear clouds our judgment -- we care about 
our jobs, we care about contributing, and when gripped by fear, we try to dodge reality. 
 
Partial Solutions 
 Reorgs, cross-training, distract senior techs with new projects while sliding junior techs 

into place to take over existing installations (which they then clean up26). 
 Make clean-up part of tech's goals, salient when it comes to reviews and pay adjustments. 

 

Fast Twitch Nervous Systems 
Like every other creature on the planet, our nervous systems prioritize immediate threat:  the 
skidding car in front engages our attention, whereas the creeping killer of obesity does not trigger 
adrenalin.  Similarly, fighting fire today (the immediate) takes priority over cutting back the 

                                                 
25 At the Hutch, we're not mature enough to do this yet -- but I imagine that if we were, they would help. 
26 Or screw up, due to inexperience … but even this benefit the organization, if the junior techs learn from the 
mistakes. 
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undergrowth to reduce the chance of future fire (prevention).  Significant service disruptions 
function as brutal audits of our designs and processes -- regrettably, we require these in order to 
recruit our nervous systems to prioritize the work required to harden against future events. 
 

Hard to Measure 
Resisting entropy is hard to measure, whereas delivering new services or putting out existing 
fires can be a little easier to quantify -- and certainly more visible.  A handful of years ago, one 
of our Silcons caught fire -- we weren't monitoring UPSes back then, so the first we heard about 
it was when the fire engines arrived, sirens blaring, in response to an automated alarm.  Since 
then, the folks involved have invested obscene amounts of effort, building redundant monitoring 
strategies, refining them year after year, as they discover glitches and gotchas.  Where's the glory 
in that?  Writing in your review "Yet another year spent reducing the risk of a UPS-instigated 
fire" or "Cleaned up detritus which could have contributed to a loss of voice service in the patient 
care operation" doesn't carry nearly the same panache as "Deployed widely utilized service 
throughput the company" or "Instituted an efficiency program which saved the company $xxx". 
 

Blame/Shame 
Just Culture by Sidney Dekker, 2007. 
Cultures in which people get blamed, or even punished, for making mistakes produce cultures 
permeated with a range of error-inducing behavior -- avoidance, denial, cover-ups, general 
silence.  Historically, this has been the dominant paradigm; likely that we'll see strains of it 
surviving for decades -- the current legal climate being a substantial drag in this regard, actively 
promoting dumb culture, i.e. promoting environments in which staff do not share what they have 
learned with each other. Anonymous reporting mechanisms can help -- the Aviation Safety 
Reporting System stands out as a successful example.  However, the underlying pathology 
remains pernicious.  Don't do this. 
 

Ownership 
When staff don't feel invested in the product, the quality slips.  Staff turnover and consultants 
contribute to this -- "someone else" installed the service.  When push comes to shove, even the 
most diligent staff will tend to prioritize the services to which they have contributed over the 
services owned by "someone else".  Managers can help by explicitly transferring ownership 
when someone leaves.  And by employing consultants to advise or coach but not to design, 
configure, or install. 
 

Confluence 
Multiple factors conspire to make the problem increasingly difficult to solve.  Entropy leads to 
fragile systems, Denial pushes us to delay addressing those issues, Complexity makes it hard to 
identify the contributing causes.  Myself, I can spend far too long poking at these, believing that I 
can make a difference, before finally walking away. 
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War Story:  MOSAIQ 
Our patient care arm hosts a MOSAIQ installation (radiation oncology application, wildly 
complex, lots of moving parts, some of which weigh tons and produce electron beams that can 
cause serious damage, ideally to your tumor), which is shared by the inpatient department and 
the outpatient department, located miles apart from one another.  The org charts for the two 
departments end up in separate institutions, i.e. no one person owns the whole enchilada.  The 
technology mix includes two firewalls, a VPN tunnel (some traffic traverses the tunnel while 
other traffic does not), middleware servers, Citrix servers.  The infrastructure at one department 
could be improved; the infrastructure at the other department was avant garde ten or fifteen years 
ago ... these days, it needs a refresh. 
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At one location, the MOSAIQ application intermittently crashes, while the patient is lying on the 
table in the lead-lined vault.  No danger to the patient -- the fail-safe mechanisms in the 
instrument kick in and cut off the beam.  But these incidents add stress for both patient and 
therapist, restarting the application, figuring out where the treatment stopped, picking up again, 
all while the patient is lying, alone, in the vault. 
 
The team has spent three years trouble-shooting.  Lots of improvement, a long way yet to go.  I 
spent about 20% of my time last year on this; made a few improvements; finally walked away. 
 
I see a confluence of Entropy, Tribalism (inter-departmental strife), Denial (the infrastructure 
needs replacing, but the owners see it as the cat's meow), and Complexity. 
 

War Story:  MIS 
Our MIS environment includes PeopleSoft running on an MS SQL Server cluster (Windows 
Clustering) using Fibre Channel to talk to NetApp-hosted storage.  The NetApp is clustered, and 
we occasionally take a head out of operation, for OS upgrade or other maintenance.  This process 
isolates the PeopleSoft cluster from storage for almost 30 seconds.  A minute or so after the 
failover event has completed ... the PeopleSoft cluster crumps, taking out our Finance and HR 
systems.  A Highly-Unavailable (HU) configuration (if either NetApp head goes down, the 
application breaks).  Interestingly enough, hosts employing the Ethernet/IP side (NFS / iSCSI) of 
the same NetApp see the same ~30 second disruption ... but pick up once the failover is 
complete. 
 
We've known about this for years; but gaining traction is tough; I see Tribalism, Denial (driven 
by fear ... no one wants to break these applications), and Complexity (clustered servers are 
complex). 
 

War Story:  Authentication 
One of our senior people installed the pair of authentication servers which support WiFi and 
telecommuter VPN (as well as management access to our Ethernet/IP transport gear).  Yes, they 
crump intermittently, but not often -- otherwise, they work great.  But no one else understands 
how the boxes are put together; there's no install documentation.  The logs fill with error 
messages; we don't patch them (they run Windows); the application code is dated; the boxes fail 
security checks.  And techs run away when there's a problem, not wanting to get pulled into a 
swamp.  I see a confluence of Tribalism and Denial. 
 
End of Hard 

Other Ways to Spin This Story 
Credible explanations grow from the combined testimony of three more or less independent, 
mutually reinforcing sources -- explanatory theory, empirical evidence, and rejection of 
competing alternative explanations. --Edward Tufte 
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Should we do anything about these issues?  Maybe and maybe not.  There are other ways to tell 
this story. 
 

Non‐Profits Can Afford Downtime 
A former colleague explained to me that at Amazon, they calculated how much per minute they 
were losing, in terms of revenue, when a given service went down. This helped them decide what 
mitigation strategies to apply -- obviously, if a particular mitigation strategy cost more than 
downtime did, it wasn't attractive. 
 
At grant-funded institutes, we might, if we're really smart, calculate how much money we wasted 
on staff salaries by letting an entire building worth of people stand around idle for a morning, 
while we futzed with bringing IT systems back on-line after a service disruption.  But that 
number doesn't come out of our bottom line -- we were going to pay them anyway, whether our 
IT infrastructure was up or not.  How to calculate the increased risk of losing the next round of 
grant renewals because of a morning's worth of downtime?  That is hard to do. 

 
In fact, we should spend only passing effort on uptime and focus our energies on providing 
leading edge capabilities, so that our researchers can deliver leading edge results, which in turn 
will increase our chances of landing future grants.  Sure, our systems won't have quite the same 
uptime as those in a bank or a hospital or an airplane ... but they don't need to, because of our 
business model.  We're non-profit, for goodness sake -- let's quit spending all this money and 
staff resources on uptime and focus on the needs of our researchers. 
 

Pessimism 
IT is a house of cards; if we built buildings the way we build IT, the first woodpecker which 
came along would destroy civilization.  Sure, spend time designing it and configuring it and 
installing it -- after that, don't touch it.  Don't patch it, don't upgrade it, don't change it, don't go 
back and even document it (notice how Stuart induced an outage just by tracing glass cables!), 
don't breath on it.  In a few years, or a few decades, you'll retire it -- learn from your mistakes 
then and design/configure/install the next system better.  But don't go back and try to improve 
existing systems -- they'll fall apart.  If it worked when you commissioned it, and it quits 
working sometime later, it isn't your fault and there's nothing you could have done to prevent that 
from happening, so don't make things worse by trying. 
 

Optimism 
Ethernet & IP are based on the concept of 'ship & pray' -- just transmit data as fast as possible, 
without bothering to track what you've done, and rely on slow, costly upper-layer mechanisms to 
recover in the rare situation when transport fails.  Packets generally arrive at their destination just 
fine -- no need to invest lots of effort on 'reliable delivery'.  Notice that Ethernet/IP has 
overwhelmed every competing technology to date, especially the ones which implemented 
reliable delivery, and now provides the foundation over which the modern IT environment rides. 
 
Similarly, IT systems don't fail often; we induce more damage and service disruption through our 
own interventions, including proactive testing, than we do from just waiting for the occasional 
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event to knock us down.  And we waste staff time when we clean up after ourselves -- IT 
systems don't fail often and they aren't show cars:  there's no need to buff them up.  Sure, it's 
harder to fix them when the environment or configurations are messy or not diagrammed or not 
documented -- but failure doesn't happen often.  When something breaks, we'll fix it then and 
struggle as needed -- in the meantime, let's spend precious staff resources on more important 
issues. 
 

Overly Responsible 
When you clean up after other people, you are enabling their dysfunctional behavior.  Leave all 
this detritus alone; when it crashes and burns, the people responsible will take the heat, learn the 
errors of their ways, and do better next time.  Focus on your job and ignore other peoples' 
problems. 
 

Whips & Chains 
Humans make mistakes because they are lazy and immoral.  People who are really trying, who 
care about their jobs and their reputation and the contribution they make to the company, don't 
make mistakes:  they are careful.  When staff make mistakes, they should be punished -- ideally 
through beatings.  Because modern sentiment has swung toward the wussy end of the spectrum, 
these days we use shame and firing to remind people to do their jobs, not nearly as effective but 
it is the best we have.  Even basically diligent staff need the threat of punishment to focus their 
attention.  Use these tools, and you'll make the world a better place. 
 

Drowning 
Sure, fighting entropy and proactive testing and test environments and fire drills all increase 
uptime.  The more mature the industry, the more we employ these tactics -- there really is no 
dispute in this matter:  we know what it takes to shift downtime into scheduled maintenance 
windows.  And some industries, and companies, have the maturity and resources to do this.  But 
we don't.  For example, we don't have a storage system in our test environment:  we're so tight on 
storage that we put everything we buy into production.  And we're drowning in fire-fighting; we 
can't see more than a few days... in fact, most of the time, we can't see more than a few hours 
ahead.  We'll get there eventually, but we're not there yet -- quit dreaming about the future and 
come help me fix today's problems. 
 

Entropy 
[This is the position I've taken in this paper. --sk] 
 Humans induce outages through a web of small errors. 
 By reversing entropy, we can disrupt some of the pathways through this web. 
 Given finite resources, we cannot disrupt all of these pathways. 
 And, given finite resources, we have the usual balancing act to perform, splitting our time 

between Maintain, Projects, and Improving Process. 
Nevertheless, the cost of unplanned downtime, however hard to calculate, is large simply when  
we consider the time of IT professionals; investing effort up front to reduce downtime pays 
handsomely in terms of conserving their time and in terms of planning (staff which keep getting 
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yanked away to deal with outages don’t fit well into your planning process).  And  of course, on 
top of all this is the much harder to calculate but far larger benefit to the end-user community of 
increased stability and uninterrupted working hours. 

Views from Above 
I have spent a lot of time doubting my approach to uptime, on account of these objections raised 
by my colleagues.  As a result, I've also spent time consulting people whom I both admire and 
who have more experience than I do.  In this section, I summarize their views specifically on 
proactive testing.  Take my paraphrasing with salt -- I didn't have a tape recorder handy during 
any of these conversations; I've reconstructed them from memory, which we know now is 
unreliable, to put it politely. 
  
Peter Welcher 
Principal at Chesapeake NetCraftsmen 
[Paraphrased from numerous conversations.]  If you don't test it, it won't work.  Techs don't test 
partly because they are afraid and prefer to bury their heads in the sand, partly because their 
management doesn't understand the costs they will incur when things break (as they will if you 
don't test them). 
 
Howard Goldstein 
Principal at HGAI 
[Paraphrased from several conversations.]  Of course my customers test their procedures and 
systems and installations -- this is standard procedure.  And of course they don't test as often as 
they should -- some of them even know that. 
 
Jacob Farmer 
CTO Cambridge Computer 
[Paraphrased from several conversations and speaking strictly about storage.]  Proactive testing 
of file-based storage should be doable these days.  But testing block-based storage is hard.  
Plenty of my customers perform rigorous acceptance testing, but after it goes production, I don't 
think they do it, even after upgrades and changes and modifications.  Their block-based storage 
goes down of course!  They relate to me nightmare stories about how highly-available storage 
systems go bad on them and don’t work, when they most need it.  But how to flush out those 
problems via testing, without inflicting the same problems?  There exist analysis applications 
which will help, but nothing that solves the bulk of the problem.  Having said all that, I have 
perhaps two customers who do test their DR data centers.  One of these customers claims to be 
able to do this almost on a whim -- able to swing production to DR and back again – and these 
procedures exercise highly-available block-based storage.  Both are in financial services and 
both are small (~60-70 servers in the data center). The problem is file system and database 
corruption -- recovery is hard. 
 
Garth Brown  
Principal at Semaphore 
[Paraphrased from numerous conversations.]  We test our internal systems routinely, though 
possibly not as often as we should.  And we encourage our customers to test, also -- if you don't, 
it won't work when you need it. 
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Mark Feichtner 
VP of Utility Information Management and Analytics, Ameresco 
[Paraphrased from a conversation which spanned much of a Boston to Seattle flight.]  Of course 
-- we test from hardware all the way up into the application, typically on a weekly basis and 
typically automated, though the more involved tests, like storage-related ones, occur monthly.  
Having said this, there is a maturity issue.  When I started testing, in the 2002 time frame, disk 
HA was rock-solid -- we yanked disks from arrays without a problem.  But Fibre Channel 
networking was immature -- I crashed servers during early testing:  yanked the power cord on a 
Fibre Channel switch in the middle of the day in front of the vendor to whom I'd just paid a 
million plus dollars for a redundant SAN.  None of us were happy -- but I explained to them that 
when they promised me a storage solution which could survive the loss of any one component, I 
expected them to deliver.  I believe that Fibre Channel networking is either mature enough today 
or almost there -- we yank cables and reboot Fibre Channel switches, but only after shutting 
down applications, dismounting production file systems, mounting test file systems, and loading 
test databases.  And then some technologies just aren't there yet -- one particular software 
vendor's OS level clustering for example.  I think it is just too buggy -- we can iron out our 
configuration mistakes, and it still fails unpredictably during testing.  At this point we don't test 
it.  Effectively, we have bought an insurance policy from a provider whom we know is struggling 
and whom we know may not be in business when it comes time to pay up. 
 
Where we are still growing is in the testing of multiple interacting failures -- the loss of WAN 
connectivity plus the loss of a key server, for example -- we've started on this, we've found and 
fixed complex failure modes, but we still have work to do in this area. 
 
Why don't techs do this?  Most techs have trouble taking ownership for their mistakes.  They'll 
blame everyone -- the hardware, the software, the vendors, their users – everyone but 
themselves.  I make them do it.  And remember, I'm committed to five nines of uptime -- I'm 
losing a hundred thousand dollars an hour when I'm down; we can cost-justify the expense of 
proactive testing. 
 
Govan Horner 
VP IT Operations at FedEx 
[Paraphrased from Q&A after Horner's BRIITE 2008 presentation.]  We validate our HA (and 
DR) designs, on both scheduled and unscheduled (both surprise and Murphy driven) basis.  We 
find flaws every time.  When I asked him what it took, psychologically, to do this, he suggested 
that the linkage to his pay helped:  the size of his pay check is influenced by data center uptime 
metrics.  Also, the Board understands that certain kinds of failures would cripple or even kill the 
company and so they support significant effort in this regard.  He agrees that these are expensive 
endeavours and that one has to balance risk against investment elsewhere. 
 
Larry Kull 
Former CEO of SAIC 
Trained as a particle physicist, Larry helped start SAIC, with yearly revenues of zero; he retired 
as the CEO of a ~$2 billion/year company.  Larry's response:  "I would rather know."  
[Paraphrased from a short conversation at a social event.]  I would rather know under what 
circumstances the system fails and then explain that to the customer, outlining their options.  If 
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they want to live with it, fine; if they want to fix it, then do that.  But let them know.  Be honest 
and upfront with your customer, if you make a mistake, acknowledge it and fix it, at your 
expense.  What made me proud during my career, and what I believe made our company grow so 
rapidly, was customers saying things like "Larry, we don't think you're the smartest guy we've 
ever met.  But we trust you -- here's the contract." 

Recap 
Of course, all these views apply to the Hutch, to some degree.  Balancing faster, cheaper, better 
is what humans do, and we adjust the ratios continually, in whatever activity we are pursuing. 
 
Investing significant effort to prevent future incidents makes sense at the bottom of the stack:  
power, HVAC, cabling, cabinets.  IP transport is worth some effort, as are Storage , VM hosting, 
and interstitial services, like DNS, DHCP, NTP,  Authentication, and Directory.  These are 
functions which, when they crump, knock out most if not all IT operations company-wide. 
 
The hard part is figuring out how much effort this is worth and how far past the deep 
infrastructure foundation to go. 
 
End of Other Ways 

Future 

Proactive Testing 

Conscious Choosing 
I would like to see conscious choosing:  in some cases choosing to invest resources in this or that 
area and thus to push service disruption away from the business day and into planned outage 
windows.  And in other cases choosing to invest our time into new functionality and leaving the 
service-disrupting risks unaddressed.  Regardless, I would like to see us standing by these 
decisions:  when service goes down during production hours, we acknowledge that we chose this 
outcome, by allocating resources to other priorities. 
 

Expanded 
Depending on how we choose (see above), I would like to see us expand our proactive high-
availability testing program to include stuff beyond Ethernet/IP transport -- the complex stuff lies 
inside hosts, storage systems, and applications, along with their interactions -- as I see it, testing 
transport is merely an early step in the larger process.  How to validate complex systems -- 
particularly storage and applications-- will take thought, likely involving shutting down 
production applications, dismounting production volumes, and testing with only sacrificial bits 
and code running.  Given my experience in transport, I predict that chewing through the backlog 
of misconfigurations, hardware failures, and software bugs will be a long process. 
 

Frequency 
When I'm hitting the once/month IP transport testing, the results are sometimes zilch:  no 
significant problems uncovered.  If I skip a couple and make it a quarterly test, I'm struggling for 
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weeks to recover, fixing the various broken issues the testing uncovered.  In our largest data 
center, we're hitting two tests per year, and we need more than those six months in between to 
remediate the issues we find.  
 
That's why I see quarterly as a minimum cycle, at least for our environment -- anything less than 
that, and the volume of pain per test becomes hard to manage. 
 

Entropy 
I would like to see staff reviews including a section on what they did to reverse entropy -- what 
they simplified, what they cleaned up, what they labeled, what they patched. 
 

Test Environments 
Speaking from a technician's point of view, trialing designs, software upgrades, and 
configuration changes in test environments prior to putting them in production delivers an 
entirely different emotional experience -- a substantially calmer experience.  And of course 
reduces downtime and increases the chances of success.  But non-profits have trouble cost-
justifying test gear -- our funding agencies pay us to make discoveries, not to stay up & running.  
How to mediate between these constraints? 
 
Some vendors will offer discounts on software when we promise to use it for test, not for 
production.  Will our current vendors do this? 
 
 E-Bay is our friend -- cobble together test environments using a watchful eye for deals 

plus old gear 
 Negotiate with vendors:  emphasizing that a little revenue is better than nothing, from 

their point of view 
 

Checklists 
The Checklist Manifesto:  How to Get Things Right by Atul Gawande, 2009. 
Checklists for processes.  I've produced one so far -- I hope more will follow. 
 

Checklist for Monthly Ethernet/IP Validation 
Two weeks prior 
 Send outages messages to outages@fhcrc.org and cca-outages@seattlecca.org 
  
Friday prior 
 Verify that redundancy-testing crontab is enabled 
 Review /home/netops/etc/red-reboot.nodes; test canaries by pinging them 
 
Sunday evening 
 ice-x-fw 
 Flip VRRP priorities on ice-x-fw (105 vs 100) 
 
 mmz-x-rtr 
 Upload config snippets to mmz-x-rtr 
  jacobsite% mod-config -s yes -c mmz-flip/mmz-x-rtr-goes-active mmz-b-rtr 
  jacobsite% mod-config -s yes -c mmz-flip/mmz-x-rtr-goes-standby mmz-a-rtr 
  jacobsite% write-mem -s yes -e mmz 
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 Upload config snippets to ga-x-rtr 
  jane% mod-config -s yes -c ga-x-rtr-flip/ga-x-rtr-goes-active ga-b-rtr 
  jane% mod-config -s yes -c ga-x-rtr-flip/ga-x-rtr-goes-standby ga-a-rtr 
  jane% write-mem -s yes ga-a-rtr ga-b-rtr 
  
  
 Swatch 
 Modify swatch.conf on jane such that the named router is the active one 
  
 # Watch for up/down events 
 watchfor=/mmz-b-rtr.*Crypto tunnel is/ 
         exec=$echo ops $* > $pipe 
         continue 
  
 # Page for IMPAC events 
 watchfor=/mmz-b-rtr.*Crypto tunnel is DOWN.*Peer 128.95.181.250/ 
         exec=$page_em duty The IMPAC tunnel has gone down  --swatch when=0-6:7-18 
         exec=$page_em impac The IMPAC tunnel has gone down  --swatch when=1-5:8-17 
 watchfor=/mmz-b-rtr.*Crypto tunnel is UP.*Peer 128.95.181.250/ 
         exec=$page_em duty The IMPAC tunnel has come up --swatch when=0-7:7-18 
         exec=$page_em duty The IMPAC tunnel has come up  --swatch when=1-5:8-17 
 
  
  
 Modify swatch.conf on junoite such that the named router is the active one 
  
 # Page for UM Tunnel Events 
 watchfor=/mmz-b-rtr.*Crypto tunnel is DOWN.*Peer 129.171.150.1/ 
         exec=$echo ops $* > $pipe 
         exec=$page_em vdops The UM tunnel has gone down --swatch when=1-5:8-17 
 watchfor=/mmz-b-rtr.*Crypto tunnel is UP.*Peer 129.171.150.1/ 
         exec=$echo ops $* > $pipe 
         exec=$page_em vdops The UM tunnel has come back up --swatch when=1-5:8-17 
 
 
 Review TOC and Secondary NodeWatch (danalite and george), resolve issues 
 (e.g. shut/no shut ports which are err-disabled) 
  
  
 ChangeLog 
 Update Virgil, flipping from 'a' to 'b' or vice versa 
  
 
Morning after 
 Review nodewatch.fhcrc.org, danalite.fhcrc.org/nodewatch 
  nodewatch.seattlecca.org, george.seattlecca.org/nodewatch 
 Review syslog output 
  zcat syslog.0 | grep -e red-reboot -e redundancy-testing -e "junoite nodewatch" 
  grep -e red-reboot -e redundancy-testing -e "junoite nodewatch" syslog 
  zcat syslog.0 | grep -e red-reboot -e redundancy-testing -e "jane nodewatch" 
  grep -e red-reboot -e redundancy-testing -e "jane nodewatch" syslog 
 Summarize results to vdops 
 Query key sys admins if particular hosts misbehaved, dig deeper as needed 
 Send outages messages 
 

Bucket 
Provide a place for techs to toss entropy items as they find them.  Make submission anonymous, 
if need be.27  In this way, we facilitate capturing accidents-waiting-to-happen and have a chance 
to prioritize which ones we will fix.  See http://bucket.fhcrc.org 
 

                                                 
27 Though if you need to do that to encourage contributions, you have a larger cultural issue. 
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Apgar Score for Systems 
Better:  A Surgeon's Notes on Performance by Atul Gawande, 2007 
 
What would it take to develop an Apgar score for our systems?  And then prioritize the ones 
which score lowest into the queue for remediation?  Here is a sample scoring system: 
 
 Patched within the last six months 1 point 
 Monitored by standard monitoring tools 1 point 
 Monitoring validated within the last three months 1 point 
 Tracked by trending system 1 point 
 Trending graphs reviewed within the last three months 1 point 
 A diagram of the system exists 1 point 
 Diagram has been updated within the last three months 1 point 
 Hardware covered by manufacturer service contract 1 point 
 Software covered by manufacturer service contract 1 point 
 Design meets manufacturer recommendations 1 point 
 Configured in a highly available way 1 point 
 High availability validated within the last three months 1 point 
 Staff consider themselves competent at troubleshooting issues 1 point per staff member 

 

Shrink the Fault Domain 
Generically a good idea. 
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From a physical point of view, this means separating cluster heads by ~20' of rack space -- that's 
my guess at the typical blast radius of a sprinkler head fault or a falling ladder. 
 
From a VLAN point of view, it means clumping your hosts into a manageable collection, where 
manageable is locally defined, so that if spanning-tree has a bad day, a compromised host starts 
attacking its neighbors, or a broken host starts emitting broadcasts/multicasts, you can find the 
culprit within a reasonable amount of time (where 'reasonable' is, once again, locally defined).  
In consulting with experts, the lowest figure I've heard is fifty hosts; the highest, a thousand. 
 
A corollary to the VLAN segmentation approach is to keep VLAN boundaries aligned with 
physical boundaries -- make it easy for you to walk the fault domain when you're under stress 
and your ability to visualize logical constructs diminishes 
 

Structural Contributions to Error 
Human error tends to be the proximate cause of service disruption.  I see structural issues as the 
root cause:  processes / institutions / cultures which encourage humans to make errors. 
(a) There is no such thing as one root cause:  the real world produces multi-factor causes ... and 
in fact, 'cause' is a human construct, not something Nature cares about one whit, and may not 
even be a particularly useful concept, when trying to figure out how to prevent future incidents. 
(b) Human error is an interesting place to start during incident analysis, not an interesting place 
to end. 
 
What organizational/design/structural factors made it easy for human error to trigger this 
particular event? 
 Faster, better, cheaper:  make goal conflicts explicit, turn them into discussion topics -- 

are we OK with the trade-offs are making? 
 What would help techs see the picture they need to keep systems running? 
 What specific training, experience, knowledge, procedure, or relationship with others 

would help? 
 If a key feature of the current situation could be different, what would you pick? 
 Could management provide clearer guidance and if so where? 

Finishing Thoughts   
In my experience, I don't fix something until the pain gets high enough.  So what seems worth 
fixing to me may not be the same as what seems worth fixing to you -- we have different pain 
topographies.  I smell a smart management technique falling out of this insight, though I'm not 
sure precisely what it is -- I leave this articulation as an exercise for the reader. 
 

Philosophy 
Managing the Unexpected by Karl Weick and Kathleen Sutcliffe, 2007 
 
Philosophically, uptime requires various ingredients: 
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Preoccupation with Failure 
Aka Imagination driven by Anxiety or, harking back to high school, Defensive Driving.  
Imagining what can go wrong, hardening against those eventualities. 
 
Reluctance to Simplify 
Your brain wants to make things simple.  If you do this, reality will kick your butt.  You can fool 
your brain, you can fool the brains of your colleagues, but you cannot fool Nature. 
 
Sensitive to Operations 
The folks in the trenches are the ones who save our bacon.  Increasing uptime means supporting 
these folks:  tools, direction, and the freedom to innovate in the heat of the incident. 
 
Expertise Matters 
Some folks are much, much better at their particular specialty than their colleagues.  Everyone 
knows who these people are.  Find ways to leverage them. 

My Opinion 

Increasing Uptime 
I believe that Center IT is headed in the right direction, with regards to uptime.  Yes, we are a 
non-profit biomed, for which downtime does not, immediately, affect our bottom line.  However, 
I believe that recovering from outages consumes more IT staff time than preventing them in the 
first place.  Not to mention that a reliable infrastructure frees the revenue-producing staff to 
focus on their work, and that downtime has large, if unmeasurable, effects on the performance of 
the institution as a whole, in terms of inefficient behavior, all leading to lost productivity. 
 
That being said, balancing between making progress on longer-range goals and conserving staff 
time by preventing outages is hard.  Furthermore, researchers generally prefer to trade uptime for 
flexibility / functionality / capability.  Our researchers need cutting edge services in order to 
deliver cutting edge results in order to lands grants, or else we go out of business.  
Simultaneously, if they can't use the cutting edge service we have implemented, because of 
outages, then we have a problem. 
 
One particularly difficult issue is that we've built a shared infrastructure -- yes, this saves dollars, 
but it also means that research applications ride on top of the same infrastructure that clinical, 
facilities, and financial applications ride, not to mention services like e-mail.  The research 
applications don't need the same uptime, but we push them to this standard when we invest in the 
shared infrastructure (by spending capital dollars, operating dollars, staff time spent reversing 
entropy). 
 
I note that we are taking a baby step toward separating research infrastructure from the rest in 
M2, where we plan to retire Ethernet/IP HA and install clusters. 
 
I see no easy answers on how to assign value to uptime. 
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But Perhaps Not 
I could be persuaded otherwise, though.  For example: 

(a) Hardening against outages often involves trading CapEx for OpEx – if you don’t have the 
capital dollars, then you take the hit in terms of staff time and downtime.  I would 
imagine this applies particularly well to third world environments, where staff tend to be 
highly educated, loaded with experience, and creative but capital funds are scarce. 

(b) If local expertise is scarce, then I can see dropping technologically driven HA (clusters / 
redundancy) and focusing on process-driven HA (KISS, fire drills).  Technologically 
driven HA requires quite a jump in staff expertise. 

(c) When leadership decides by fiat not to harden against certain risk cases.  E.g. “If the data 
center burns down, drowns, or loses power entirely, we’re going to take it on the chin:  
don’t spend effort hardening against these possibilities.” 

 

Reading 
You may not have time this week to read all the references I provided in this talk.  Here are my 
recommends on where to start: 
 

Hands‐on Techs 
Scalable Internet Architectures by Theo Schlossnagle 
The Checklist Manifesto by Atul Gawande 
 

Middle Management 
Better:  A Surgeon's Notes on Performance by Atul Gawande 
  

Visionaries 
Fooled by Randomness by Nasim Taleb 
 

In My Queue 
Learning from Accidents 
The Human Contribution 
Resilience Engineering: Concepts & Precepts 
 

More of My Stuff Related to Uptime 
The Long Road to Redundancy 
http://www.skendric.com/philosophy/long-road-to-high-availability.pdf 
 
Testing Highly Available Hardware 
http://www.skendric.com/philosophy/testing-highly-available-hardware.pdf 
  
Network Design in the Data Center 
http://www.skendric.com/philosophy/Network-Design-in-Data-Centers.pdf 
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Configure HA Servers in Data Centers 
http://www.skendric.com/philosophy/Configure-HA-Servers-in-Data-Centers.pdf 
 

Parable 
The young monk went to the old monk and asked: How did you acquire such good judgment? 
The old monk replied: Good experience. 
The young monk responded impatiently: But how did you acquire the good experience? 
The old monk answered: Bad judgment 
 
--Zen parable 


